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ABSTRACT

Azzato, Ariana. M.S., Purdue University, August 2016. Experimental Evaluation of an
iPad-based Augmentative and Alternative Communication Program for Early Elementary
Children with Severe, Non-verbal Autism. Major Professor: Oliver Wendt.

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the efficacy of a treatment package including a
modified protocol of the Picture Exchange Communication System (PECS) implemented
via an autism-specific iPad application. A multiple probe design (Horner & Baer, 1978)
was replicated across four individuals with severe, non-verbal autism to investigate
effects on requesting skills, natural speech production, and social-communicative
behaviors. Results suggest beneficial effects, if implemented with high fidelity. The
largest effects were on the participants’ requesting skills. All four participants were able
to consistently request for desired items by activating the tablet device, and this skill was
maintained after a six week break. Generalization probes suggest the newly acquired
requesting skills generalize to untrained items. However, individuals may not be able to
complete all phases of the modified PECS protocol. Facilitative effects are more
noticeable for social-communicative behaviors than for natural speech production. For
the three participants that made speech gains, these gains occurred when speech
elicitation was more actively implemented. Such patterns are consistent with previous
research on the traditional PECS protocol. These results are discussed in regards to
clinical applications and research directions.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is a severe neurodevelopmental condition
characterized by “severe difficulties in social interaction and communication, and with
unusual behavior” (Volkmar & Pauls, 2003, p. 1133). Accordingly, hallmark symptoms
of autism include speech and language disorders. In fact, one-third to one-half of
individuals with ASD have little to no functional speech (Charlop & Haymes, 1994; Lord
& Paul, 1997; Peeters & Gillberg, 1999). These individuals are candidates for
Augmentative and Alternative Communication (AAC).
AAC is an area of clinical practice and research focused on establishing
functional communication and facilitating speech and language development. AAC
incorporates both high and low technological strategies. Individuals with autism are one
of the populations that have been found to benefit from AAC intervention (Ganz, 2014).
One AAC strategy that has recently gained increased popularity is the use of tablet
devices with AAC applications. However, there is an urgent need for more evidencebased information on the efficacy of these solutions. The purpose of this study was to fill
this gap by experimentally evaluating the SPEAKall!® iPad application combined with
the instructional framework of the Picture Exchange Communication System approach
during AAC intervention with early elementary children with severe, non-verbal autism.
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Autism Spectrum Disorder
According to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5;
American Psychiatric Association, 2013), criteria for diagnosis of Autism Spectrum
Disorder (ASD) include: “persistent deficits in social communication and social
interaction across contexts” and presentation of qualifying symptoms “in early childhood
[…], approximately age eight and younger.” The amount of individuals diagnosed with
this disorder has significantly risen in the past 15 years with a recorded prevalence of 1 in
150 in the year 2000 to 1 in 68 in 2010 (CDC, 2014). Individuals with autism are said to
be on a spectrum because their characteristics and severity can vary from person to
person. However, three hallmark challenge areas for individuals on the spectrum include
social skills, communication skills, and restrictive and repetitive behaviors (American
Speech-Language-Hearing Association 2014). Problem social skill areas include: eye
contact, joint attention, social smiling, and social interaction initiation (Carpenter, 2013).
Along with these poor pragmatic language skills, individuals with ASD also have other
communication skill deficits that impact their social interactions.
Speech delay with no speech development by the age of 18 months is a common
sign of ASD (Johnson & Myers, 2007). Current studies have found that about 50% of
this population do not develop spoken language and, therefore, have limited or no
functional speech (Light, Roberts, DiMarco, & Greiner,1998; Long, 2014; Peeters &
Gillberg, 1999). As a result, these children struggle to communicate basic wants and
needs (Cafiero, 2001). This lack of functional communication makes inclusion with their
peers in schools and community settings difficult (Beukelman & Mirenda, 2012). The
communication deficits that children with ASD face have been found to be associated
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with disruptive behavior problems, such as self-injurious and aggressive behaviors, as
well (Ganz, 2014; R. Koegel, L. Koegel, & Surratt, 1992; Park, Yelland, Taffe, & Gray,
2012). These associated challenges further increase the need for improvement of this
population’s communication skills to enhance their quality of life.
The nonverbal IQ of children with ASD has been found to be significantly higher
than their verbal IQ (Coolican, Bryson, & Zwaigenbaum, 2008). In fact, Mayes and
Calhoun (2003) found an increased discrepancy between the two IQ’s for preschool-aged
children—those under 6 years old. The comparative strength of these children’s
nonverbal skills may be utilized to compensate for their deficit in verbal skills through
augmentative and alternative communication strategies.
Augmentative and Alternative Communication
According to Lloyd, Fuller, and Arvidson (1997), augmentative and alternative
communication is defined as “the supplementation or replacement of natural speech
and/or writing through alternative means of communication such as electronic
communication devices, gestures, manual signs, or graphic symbols” (p. 524). Therefore,
this method of communication can be used to either supplement or replace oral speech.
Both aided and unaided AAC strategies are used with individuals with autism. Unaided
AAC strategies include manual signs and gestures. Manual signs can be taught according
to a formal system such as American Sign Language or can be modified for the specific
individual (Wegner, 2006). Formal gestures can be facilitated as well, for example, head
nods. Idiosyncratic movement, such as wiggling a limb, can also be taught as informal
gestures (Sigafoos, Schlosser, & Sutherland, 2010). Aided AAC strategies include
pictographic symbol sets and systems and speech output devices. The Picture Exchange
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Communication System (PECS) and speech generating devices (SGD) are the two most
popular treatment strategies used for children with ASD (Lancioni et al., 2007).
Picture Exchange Communication System. The Picture Exchange
Communication System was created for children with Autism Spectrum Disorder in 1985
by Bondy and Frost (Bondy, 1989). The approach consists of picture icons that
specifically pertain to the individual’s interests as well as a Velcro board or book (Ganz,
Simpson, & Lund, 2012). Combining principles of behavioral instruction with AAC
symbols, PECS enables individuals to express requests and comment on their
environment (Charlop-Christy, Carpenter, Le, LeBlanc, & Kellet, 2002). The materials
also include sentence stem picture icons, including “I want” or “I see” (Ganz et. al.,
2012). To communicate via this strategy, the individual gives the desired picture or
pictures to the communication partner (Ganz, 2014).
A benefit to the PECS system is that it only requires that the person be able to
“attend to a two dimensional stimulus and have the physical ability to hand it to a
communication partner” (Charlop-Christy & Jones, 2006, p. 107). Therefore, it does not
rely on the comprehension of prompts or social skills that children with ASD often
struggle with—for example, eye contact (Yoder & Stone, 2006). PECS also emphasizes
individuals with ASD’s strength in visuospatial domains as it is a “visual-constant
modality” (Charlop-Christy & Jones, 2006, p. 108). Moreover, a recent research review
has shown that PECS seems particularly beneficial to students who have poor joint
attention and limited motor imitation skills but have an interest in a variety of objects in
their environments (Flippin, Reszak, & Watson, 2010).
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There are six phases for training an individual to use PECS. These phases are
based on applied behavioral analysis, which incorporates prompting and prompt-fading
(Bondy, 2012). Phases 1 and 2 require two trainers (Ganz, 2014). The first phase
teaches the child to hand a picture card to a communication partner. During this phase,
the child is only given one picture to use that corresponds to a desirable object that is in
view. One trainer gives the object to the child after the child provides the card. The
other trainer sits behind the child to manually prompt the picture exchange, if necessary
(Charlop-Christy & Jones, 2006).
The second phase gradually increases the distance between the trainer, the picture,
and the child (Charlop-Christy et al., 2002). Increasing the distance teaches the child to
independently retrieve and deliver the picture to the communication partner. This phase
also encourages spontaneous communication in the future because it demonstrates to the
child that effortful communication still reaps desirable results (Ganz et al., 2012). During
this phase, a picture book is designed for the child. However, only one picture is placed
on the front of the book at a time for the child to use (Charlop-Christy & Jones, 2006).
Multiple picture cards are introduced during the third phase. Discrimination
between the cards is first taught with only two picture cards—one being a desirable item
and the other being an undesirable item (Ganz, 2014). The child is to learn that the
outcome of the exchange is dependent on which card the child gives to the
communication partner (Charlop-Christy & Jones, 2006). More pictures are gradually
added as discrimination is achieved.
In the fourth phase, the child is taught to form sentences with the cards to make a
request. The child is provided with a sentence strip on which both the sentence stem, “I
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want,” and object picture card can be placed. Backward chaining is used to teach the
child to formulate the sentence strip (Ganz, 2014). First, the child is to place the object
card on a sentence strip that already has the “I want” sentence stem previously placed on
it. This support is faded out until the child learns to place both the sentence stem and the
object card on the sentence strip. After the child gives the appropriately formulated
sentence strip to the listener, the communication partner is to read aloud the sentence
strip and provide the corresponding object (Ganz et al., 2012). The partner reads the
sentence with a delay between the sentence stem and the object. If the child says the
object during the delay, then social praise is provided (Charlop-Christy et al., 2002).
Phases 1 to 4 are communication exchanges initiated by the child. However,
phases 5 and 6 require the child to respond to the communication partner’s needs (Ganz,
2014; Charlop-Christy & Jones, 2006). Phase 5 begins by teaching the child to respond
to the question, “What do you want?” The trainer manually prompts the child to select
the correct sentence stem (Ganz et al., 2012). The prompting is faded out as the child is
able to formulate the sentence strip independently.
Finally, phase 6 teaches the child to differentiate between sentence stems, such as
“I want” and “I see.” Thus, the child is taught to comment on the environment by
responding to questions like “What do you see?” or “What do you hear?” (Ganz et al.,
2012; Charlop-Chirsty et al., 2002). Only social praise is used as a reinforcer to dissuade
the child from being reliant on a tangible reinforcer (Charlop-Christy & Jones, 2006).
The change from tangible to intangible reinforcers enables the child to differentiate
between making requests and comments as well (Ganz et al., 2012).
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After individuals successfully complete PECS training, they should be able to
generalize the communication skill to a variety of social settings (Simpson & Ganz,
2006). Because PECS is a low technology AAC strategy, its materials are easily
accessible and expandable, enabling PECS to be individualized to the child’s needs.
Accordingly, the AAC industry is now expanding upon the idea of PECS to high
technological equipment, such as speech generating devices, to further enhance these
individuals’ possible communication capabilities.
Speech Generating Devices. Similar to PECS, SGDs also use visually displayed
graphic icons. However, PECS is considered to be low technology while SGDs are high
technology. The term low technology describes AAC devices that are nonelectronic
(NJC, 2015). Therefore, electronic AAC devices are considered to be high technology.
As a result, the major difference between PECS and SGDs is the presence of electronic
speech output (Schlosser, 2003a).
Speech generating devices produce functional speech output when the graphic
symbols on them are selected by touch (Wegner, 2006). The speech output can either be
synthesized speech—text converted to corresponding waveforms of computer-generated
speech—or digitized speech—pre-recorded natural speech (Beukelman & Mirenda,
2005). This speech output provides augmented input for the user as well. Augmented
input supplements natural spoken input that the user hears. Studies suggest that this
augmented input helps the development of expressive and receptive language skills
(Romski & Sevcik, 1996).
Speech generating devices can be customized to meet the user’s needs. The
icons’ sizes and quantity on the screen can be adjusted. One way these features can be
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altered is through utilizing larger devices such as an iPad instead of an iPod (Bradshaw,
2013). The plasticity of the screens can vary as well; they can be static with a fixed
number of accessible icons, dynamic, or both (Wegner, 2006). Furthermore, the icons
can be displayed on the screen in either a grid overlay format or a visual scene display
(Drager, Light, & Finke, 2009). These individualized devices are mainly dedicated to the
purpose of communication training, such as teaching to request desirable items (Van der
Meer & Rispoli, 2010; Waddington et al., 2014; Kagohara et al., 2013).
Recently, there has been a strong shift in the SGD intervention industry towards
mobile technology, that is, tablets equipped with software (McNaughton & Light, 2013).
These mobile devices, such as, for example, the iPod and iPad, are familiar to a wider
audience of listeners and are, therefore, more socially accepted and understood modalities
of AAC (Bradshaw, 2013). This aspect is beneficial as the child often uses this device in
both rehabilitation and educational settings (Kagohara et al., 2013). The affordability,
portability, accessibility, and attractive nature of mobile tablets, are other benefits of their
use as speech generating devices (Bradshaw, 2013).
Study Aims and Hypotheses
Though a key advantage of these mobile speech generating devices is their easy
use, simply putting a device in front of the individual will not necessarily enable the child
to use it for communication (Bradshaw, 2013). A strong instructional intervention
approach is necessary to facilitate this function. It has been suggested that the operant
behavioral principles of PECS training can be combined with speech output technology
either in the form of speech generating devices or tablet applications (Sigafoos et al.,
2009; Boesch, Wendt, Subramanian, & Hsu, 2013a; Wendt, 2014). Recent systematic
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reviews have found that applied behavior analysis—utilized by the PECS phases—has
been shown to be a successful intervention implementation for iPod and iPad devices
(Kagohara et al., 2013; Wendt & Miller, 2014).
Along the same line, the current mandate for service delivery of augmentative and
alternative communication for autism is evidence-based practice (EBP). Evidence-based
practice is the “integration of best and current research evidence with clinical/educational
expertise and relevant stakeholder perspectives, in order to facilitate decisions about
assessment and intervention that are deemed effective and efficient for a given direct
stakeholder” (Schlosser & Raghavendra, 2004, p. 3). A paradigm of evidence-based
practice is that it demands strong research support for a newly proposed intervention.
This paradigm is particularly important for AAC devices and applications because of the
deficiency of empirical data to support the abundance of technology that exists and that is
being produced (McNaughton & Light, 2013).
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to use an experimental single subject
design to investigate the effects of a treatment package that contains an Autism specific
iPad application in combination with the principles of the PECS approach. In particular,
this study asked the following questions:
1. What are the effects of the intervention on functional communication, that is, requesting?
It was hypothesized that the mobile application in conjunction with an instructional
approach that specifically targets requesting could significantly help to build up this skill.
2. What are the effects of the intervention on natural speech production? It was
hypothesized that speech production would increase to some degree such that, for
example, children that are minimally verbal would improve on producing intentional,
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intelligible word approximations or full word utterances and children that are nonverbal
might would start to vocalize.
3. What are the effects of the intervention on social interaction? It was hypothesized that
the treatment package would facilitate the development of early social-communicative
behaviors between children and their caregivers such as increased eye contact, joint
attention, and emotional affect.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW

Picture Exchange Communication System (PECS)
Theoretical Background. The Picture Exchange Communication System is
taught through a six phase behavioral training method (Frost & Bondy, 2002). This
method involves the concepts of antecedents, behavior, consequences, reinforcement,
prompts, shaping, stimulus control, and chaining. Its creators, Andy Bondy and Lori
Frost, developed this approach in 1985 based on the principles of applied behavior
analysis (ABA) and particularly the theory of verbal behavior as outlined in B. F.
Skinner’s book Verbal Behavior (Bondy & Frost, 2001; Skinner, 1957). ABA is defined
as the scientific study and manipulation of behavior and its environment (Matson & Neal,
2009). Accordingly, ABA at its base focuses on the theory of operant conditioning, to
increase appropriate behavior and decrease inappropriate behavior. These assumptions
will be discussed to further understand the theory behind the Picture Exchange
Communication System’s application of applied behavior analysis.
Operant conditioning is defined as “the process of learning operant behaviors”
(Kazdin, 2001, pp.17). Through their experimentation, Edward Thorndike, John B.
Watson, and B. F. Skinner paved the formation of this behavioral theory. Thorndike’s
experimentation with cats reaped results that suggested repetition increases learning rates
(Thorndike, 1898). Another finding by Thorndike was The Law of Effect. This law
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states that an action that results in a positive experience will become associated with that
same action (Alberto & Troutman, 2006).
John B. Watson combined Thorndike’s findings with his predecessor Pavlov’s
theory of classical conditioning. Ivan Pavlov’s classical conditioning theory concludes
that natural reflexes can be elicited by environmental stimuli after a learning process
(Pavlov, 1960). While using these theories, Watson went a step further to propose a more
scientific approach to psychology. He concluded that behavior should be investigated in
a systematic manner, studying only observable behavior (Kazdin, 2001). In fact, Watson
considered psychology “a science of behavior” to convey his data oriented approach
(Watson, 1919). This approach incorporated experimental psychology with applied work
(Matson & Neal, 2009).
B. F. Skinner was an influential researcher that utilized Watson’s systematic
methodology in his experimentation. Skinner operationally defined the behaviors he
studied so that they were observable and measurable. The behaviors that Skinner
operationally defined were labeled “operant behaviors.” An operant is defined by
Skinner (1957) as a spontaneous behavior that could be altered, either positively or
negatively, by consequences that occur immediately after the behavior. Two of the
behaviors that Skinner operationally defined include requests and comments. In his
book, Verbal Behavior, the operational terms for these behaviors are described as mands
and tacts, respectively (Skinner, 1957). Skinner’s method of operationally defining
operant behaviors for use in experimental studies, along with his predecessors’ findings,
led to how applied behavior analysis measures and manipulates behavior.
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In sum, with these philosophies at its core, research has shown the efficacy of
applied behavior analysis in “reducing inappropriate behavior and in increasing
communication, learning, and appropriate social behavior” (United States Surgeon
General, 1999, pp. 164). Moreover, years of research have demonstrated ABA’s
empirical validity and solid foundation. One clinical field that has been found to benefit
from these methods is the autism community via applications such as PECS, Pivotal
Response Training, or Positive Behavior Support among others (Matson & Neal, 2009).
Accordingly, some of the ABA principles have formed the instructional framework
around low technology AAC strategies such as graphic symbol cards, and this
combination forms the basis of the PECS.
Meta-analyses and systematic reviews. Research evidence for autism
treatments encompasses a variety of different research designs ranging from nonexperimental designs to syntheses of experimental studies. In the evidence-based
practice literature, this range is described as an evidence hierarchy that ranks common
study designs according to their potential to reveal a treatment effect (Schlosser &
Raghavendra, 2004). Meta-analyses and systematic reviews of experimental studies are
typically being found at the top of the hierarchy while individual single subject
experimental designs are at the second rank. Non-experimental designs, case studies, and
narrative reports are often considered the lowest rank. These evidence-hierarchies help to
identify the methodologically strongest studies and filter out lower ranking evidence not
suitable for decision-making in EBP (Schlosser & Raghavendra, 2004). The higherranking meta-analyses and systematic reviews are considered “pre-filtered” evidence
because a team of content experts has evaluated the currently existing research literature
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(Guyatt & Rennie, 2002); therefore, these types of research evidence are often preferred
for EBP purposes. For PECS, several such syntheses are available and can be
summarized as follows.
Tien (2008) analyzed the effectiveness of the PECS in 13 studies, which used 125
individuals with autism spectrum disorders. To be included in the synthesis, a study had
to meet the following criteria: a) the focus was the effectiveness of PECS for improving
functional communication skills, b) the PECS training was described in detail to ensure
the intervention it applied matched that of which was described in the Description of
Practice, c) participants were diagnosed with ASD, d) the main targeted measure was the
effects on communication, and e) the study was written in English. The purpose of the
review was to evaluate the Picture Exchange Communication System’s effectiveness for
cultivating individuals with ASD’s functional communication skills (Tien, 2008). For
this purpose, the author synthesized the most frequently reported communication effects
of PECS from these studies.
Tien’s (2008) review demonstrated that the PECS training participants in all of
the studies had positive increases in their functional communication skills. Therefore, all
13 studies verified PECS as an effective communication tool. Another finding was that
62% of the studies showed an overall increase in communication and language level.
Also, 46% of the studies demonstrated gains in spontaneous speech, language, and/or
imitation. Initiations of communication were found to increase in 31% of the studies.
Twenty-three percent of the studies found an increase in mean length of utterance. Only
five out of the 13 studies assessed maintenance, but those that did found positive results.
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Furthermore, out of the 3 studies that reported on behavioral change, Tien (2008) found
their most commonly reported outcome were decreases in problem behaviors.
Another research synthesis on PECS was done by Preston and Carter (2009).
They performed a descriptive review of 27 studies and implemented two effect size
estimates, the percentage of nonoverlapping data (PND) and the percentage exceeding
median (PEM) for the 10 studies that were single subject experiments. Out of the total
456 participants of the combined studies, 83% were considered to have autism spectrum
disorders. Preston and Carter’s (2009) study inclusion criteria included: a) the article was
written in English between 1992 and July 2007, b) the protocol for PECS was used as the
entire or part of the intervention strategy, and c) group data or individual data were
provided. The purpose of their review was to evaluate the research designs and
corresponding strength of the conclusions of the existing empirical research on PECS.
Preston and Carter (2009) concluded that PECS is “readily learned by most
participants and provides a means of communication for individuals with little or no
functional speech” (p. 1471). Moreover, only one child and one adult out of the 394
participants deemed to have received PECS intervention did not master or exceed phase I
of the intervention protocol. However, they found there to be limited data to support
effects on increasing social-communicative and challenging behaviors. Their review also
presented an inconsistency on the effects on speech development with several studies
reporting increases while others showed little or no effect. For studies that did find an
increase in speech, Preston and Carter (2009) found that it commonly occurred during
phase III or IV of PECS, especially when given a time delay. Only 15 of the 27 studies
assessed generalization, but the majority of those that did, found positive results.
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Furthermore, 5 out of the 27 studies analyzed maintenance effects and their findings were
mixed.
Flippin, Reszka, and Watson (2010) also studied PECS effects on communication
and speech through a meta-analysis of 11 studies. Accordingly, their purpose was to
analyze the existing empirical evidence for effects on communication and speech of
children with autism spectrum disorders. The participants of their included studies
consisted of “children younger than 18 with diagnosis of autism, ASD, or pervasive
developmental disorder-not otherwise specified” (Flippin et al., 2010, p. 182).
Individuals with a physical or neurological diagnosis comorbid with autism were
excluded. Moreover, the criteria for study inclusion were as follows: a) the article was
published between 1994 and June 2009, b) the study included at least one child with
autism spectrum disorder, c) the article is a peer-reviewed single-subject experiment or
group design written in English, d) the independent variable was at least one of the PECS
manualized phases, and e) the dependent variables were communicative behaviors and
speech or vocalization.
The communication behavior measured throughout the studies was the frequency
of requests. The authors found this communication outcome to increase across studies,
conveying the PECS effectiveness for communication gains. In addition, the metaanalysis showed that evidence of maintenance and generalization of communication and
speech outcomes is limited. As suggested in Preston and Carter’s (2009) review, Flippin
et al. (2010) found the PECS phase IV, with its introduction of a time delay, to be
correlated with speech development. Speech outcomes were inconsistent across the
studies, however. Flippin et al. (2010) concluded from this data that “variability in
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response to PECS may be due to pre-intervention characteristics of individual children”
(p. 187). Furthermore, they suggest that joint attention, object exploration, and imitation
levels before intervention impact the probability of an individual’s response to
intervention.
Conclusion. In summary, meta-analyses and systematic reviews document
overall positive effects of PECS for establishing functional communication in participants
with severe, non-verbal autism. When the initial intervention target changes away from
establishing communication to other outcomes, then there is less evidence, and the effects
are less clear. Such lack of evidence and clarity exists on the impact of PECS on speech
development and, in particular, what protocol phases are most likely to be associated with
increases in speech production. There is limited data to support increases in social
communication as well. Furthermore, there is emerging evidence, though few in number,
on the effects on decreases in problem behavior. Finally, research designs are often
limited as they do not assess or report generalization and maintenance effects.
Speech Generating Devices, Mobile Technologies, and AAC Apps for Autism
Theoretical Background. As previously described, speech generating devices
(SGDs) are a form of high technology AAC in comparison to the low technology PECS.
Mobile devices equipped with AAC apps are currently replacing many of the traditional,
dedicated SGD solutions (McNaughton & Light, 2013). Both technologies provide
speech output for the learner. Some of the benefits of speech output and advantages of
mobile AAC apps are discussed below.
Speech output has roles in the facilitation of both receptive and expressive
language (Schlosser, 2003b). A study by Schlosser, Belfiore, Nigam, Blischak, and
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Hetzroni (1995) examined the effect of speech output on learning graphic symbols with
individuals with severe to profound intellectual disabilities. They found that the speech
output condition resulted in “more efficient learning and decreased error rate” for the
participants (Schlosser et al. 1995; Schlosser, 2003b, p. 487). Schlosser (2003b) suggests
that speech output may also aid natural speech comprehension. Also, speech feedback
may increase literacy skills including spelling as well as the proofreading and word
decoding elements of reading (Olson, Foltz, & Wise, 1986; Raskind & Higgins, 1995;
Schlosser, Blischak, Belfiore, Bartley, & Barnett, 1998).
Along with the speech output of these devices, their visual displays are also
beneficial to this population. The structured visual symbols and the predictable nature of
the device coincide with the learning characteristics of individuals with ASD (Rajendran
& Mitchell, 2006; Clark, Austin, & Craike, 2014). Though individuals with ASD benefit
from visual aids, they also have visuospatial difficulties. The larger screen of the iPad
enables the number of items as well as the space between each item to be adjusted to
accommodate these difficulties (Bradshaw, 2013). Accordingly, when choosing an
appropriate device or application for these individuals, the principles of feature matching
must be taken into account (Gosnell, Costello, & Shane, 2011). These principles call for
the matching of the individual’s strengths and needs to the most appropriate intervention
tools and protocols (Shane & Costello, 1994). The emerging mobile technology
applications strive to accommodate the strengths and weaknesses of these individuals’
visual and visuospatial skills. However, to determine if the adaptations are appropriately
meeting these individuals’ visual and visuospatial needs as well as their communicative
needs, more research targeting AAC users with autism is needed.
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Schlosser (n.d.) performed a systematic review of the existing research on the
effectiveness of using speech output technology in intervention with individuals with
ASD. Some of the variables examined were the expressive language areas of requesting,
natural speech production, and social communication. Using the interpretation guidelines
of Scruggs, Mastropieri, Cook, and Escobar (1986), this author concluded that the studies
showed SGDs to be “fairly effective” for improving requesting skills. The researcher
also found that the vast majority of research on SGD effectiveness focuses on requesting.
Accordingly, there are limited studies on SGD effects on other communicative
behaviors such as speech production and social communication. The review showed that
the existing research has mixed results on the effect on speech production. In addition,
the few studies that did examine social communication found SGD to be “highly
effective” in improving such skills. In general, the review revealed SGDs and mobile
technologies with apps to be effective for the communication outcomes that were studied.
Also, these speech output forms of AAC were found to be as effective as low technology
interventions (e.g., PECS) in comparative studies.
McNaughton and Light (2013) analyzed the potential benefits specifically
pertaining to the shift towards tablet devices and mobile technology. For example, the
shift may increase awareness of AAC. Another interpersonal benefit is the increase in
AAC’s social acceptance. As tablets are used by individuals with and without
communication needs, a tablet may “normalize” the appearance of the SGD
(McNaughton & Light, 2013). The attitudes of the communication partners, including
parents and teachers, are related to the degree they encourage the use of these devices in
multiple environments (Clark et al., 2014). Therefore, communication partners are more
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likely to interact with these individuals and support their AAC use because they are
familiar with the device (Hyatt, 2011). Moreover, McNaughton and Light (2013) suggest
that the availability of tablets and the easy access to their applications result in “greater
consumer empowerment” in obtaining AAC technology and may increase its adoption (p.
107). Overall, McNaughton and Light (2013) convey that these potential benefits may
further contribute to an increase in the interconnectivity between user and social
environments and, accordingly, increase speech output technology’s functionality for the
individual. The researchers stress, however, the need for further research on evidencebased service delivery of these apps to reap maximum outcomes.
Recent Studies. Research studies on these new mobile technologies are currently
emerging. Some of the variables that have been analyzed so far include requesting,
speech production, and modality preference. The existing studies and their findings can
be summarized as follows.
Flores et al. (2012) compared the efficacy of the iPad as a communication device,
via the “Pick a Word” application, in comparison to picture exchange. The study’s five
participants had ASD or developmental disabilities. None of the students had previous
experience with the iPad, so they were given explicit instruction on the use of the device.
However, all participants used picture exchange as a communication system prior to the
study. Two of the three ASD participants demonstrated increased requesting with the
iPad, but results were mixed across all five participants. The findings support that the
client’s preference and individual skills may play a role in efficacy of the AAC modality
used. Flores et al. (2002) conducted a descriptive study, a design that ranks low on a
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hierarchy of evidence (Schlosser & Raghavendra, 2004). The study was also limited as it
did not assess generalization or maintenance.
Another study that analyzed client preference and requesting was performed by
Van der Meer, Sutherland, O’Reilly, Lancioni, and Sigafoos (2012). The study used an
experimental multiple-baseline design in combination with an alternating treatment
design to analyze client preference and acquisition of picture exchange, manual signing,
and speech-generating devices, either an iPod or iPad equipped with Proloquo2Go
software, as communication modes. Four school-age children with autism spectrum
disorders and little to no communication skills participated. Three of the children were
trained at home with their parent as the trainer, and the fourth child was trained at school
with her teaching assistant as her trainer. All trainers were instructed on how to
implement the study’s phases. The phases were baseline, intervention, preference
assessments, post-intervention, and follow-up.
Intervention was completed in a discrete-trial format with a criterion for each
AAC mode of 80% correct requesting in three consecutive sessions or failing this
criterion after 10 sessions of intervention. The trials consisted of a ten second time delay
between the trainer’s verbal cue and graduated guidance for prompting a correct request
for the visible preferred item that was placed out of reach of the child. Overall, three of
the four children reached criterion for requesting skills with the SGD, though two of
these children reached criterion for all three of the modalities. All participants showed a
preference for one of the modes and acquired requesting skills with at least one as well.
The findings suggest that treatment with the client’s preferred AAC mode results in faster
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acquisition and better maintenance of these skills. Also, one of the participants
performed better on the iPad than the iPod because of the larger display.
The follow-up phase that was conducted three weeks after the individual’s last
post-intervention session assessed maintenance of the requesting skills. When the
individuals used their most preferred AAC mode, maintenance effects were higher.
However, one participant’s preference shifted from SGD to picture exchange during the
follow-up, suggesting that preferences may change over time. Meanwhile, a limitation to
this study was that generalization was not assessed. Also, requesting was the only
communicative variable assessed in this study.
Lorah et al. (2013) also examined teaching requesting with picture exchange
versus the iPad application Proloquo2Go using an experimental alternating treatment
design and initial baseline. Five preschool boys with autism participated in the study that
was performed in their classroom. To teach requesting for both modalities, a five second
time delay between presentation of the preferred item and the physical prompt to request
using the target modality was used. Three out of the five participants met the mastery
criterion of at least 80% unprompted responses across two consecutive sessions for
requesting using the iPad application faster than with the picture exchange method. The
other two participants had opposite results. However, across training and maintenance,
four out of the five participants’ overall rate of requesting independently—without
gestural, verbal, or physical prompts—was higher using the iPad application.
A limitation of Lorah and colleagues’ study (2013) was that generalization was
not assessed. Also, discrimination training was not completed. The participants were
taught to exchange or select pictures one at a time. Therefore, they were not taught to
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select a desired picture from a group of pictures, disabling the individual from requesting
a variety of items (Bondy & Frost, 2001). In terms of the PECS protocol, these
individuals were only taught up to phase one.
King et al. (2014) also analyzed the acquisition of requesting skills for preschoolaged children with ASD using the Proloquqo2Go application on an iPad in a school
setting. They used a multiple probe design while introducing intervention in a staggered
manner across the individuals. The three participants were between the ages of three and
five and did not exhibit functional speech for requesting or independent SGD use prior to
the study. All had access to picture exchange to request items during speech therapy and
meal times previously but did not use them. The study used a modified version of the
PECS phases as a picture-based communication system training method based on the
protocol used by Boesch and colleagues (2013a) but stopped at phase four. The results of
the study demonstrated that the modified PECS protocol used with the iPad application
Proloquo2Go is effective for requesting skill acquisition in children with ASD; however,
generalization was not assessed.
Another outcome examined in two of the studies discussed above was speech
production. One of the five participants in the Flores et al. (2012) study was reported to
demonstrate spoken language at the end of the study, producing the request “I want
pretzels.” King et al. (2014) found that vocalizations for requesting increased for all
participants during the training phases of their study. One of the individuals exhibited
one vocal request during baseline probes. Her vocal requests increased during phase 4.
The other two individuals did not exhibit vocal requests during baseline probes but did
demonstrate emergence of this skill during intervention phases. A limitation of this study
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was that it only assessed speech production in terms of vocalizations instead of attempts
at full word utterances. Overall, the studies that examined speech production outcomes
reported positive results; however, research on this topic is limited as only a minute
number of studies have examined it and those which have had few participants.
Conclusion. Research has shown that children with ASD with little or no
functional speech can learn to perform multi-step communication sequences using an
iPad-based SGD when given systematic instruction (Waddington et al., 2014). This
finding suggests that further instructional models need to be studied. Differential
reinforcement, response prompting, and prompt fading have been found to be effective
for teaching advanced operation on an iPod-based SGD (Achmadi et al., 2012). A
modified, shortened version of the PECS protocol has also been found to be an effective
training method for using an iPad-based SGD (King et al., 2014).
In regards to treatment outcomes, there is a gap in the research on social
communication outcomes with mobile SGD intervention. In addition, only few studies
made an attempt to examine speech production outcomes; however, those that did have
found positive results. The majority of research has focused on the effects on requesting
skills, all finding positive outcomes. In the setting of an autism center, my study not only
looked at all three variables of requesting, speech production—defined as attempts at full
word utterances—and social interaction, but also, used five of the PECS protocol phases.
The fifth PECS protocol phase is important because it targets the production of
spontaneous communication.
My study also assessed generalization and maintenance which are currently
limited to non-existent in the current literature. These elements are important because an
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intervention is only valid if the participant can retain the skill and use it with different
stimuli, settings, and communication partners (Schlosser, 2003b). In sum, given the
current state of literature on communication variables, PECS protocol phases with SGD,
generalization, and maintenance, there was a strong rationale of implementing this in an
experimental multiple baseline design study with early elementary-age children with
severe, nonverbal autism looking at requesting, speech production, and social
communication measures.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODS

Research Design
This study used a multiple probe design (MPD) replicated across participants to
investigate the effects of an iPad-based, modified PECS protocol on requesting, natural
speech production, and social interaction. A multiple probe design is geared towards
analyzing the effects of an independent variable on the acquisition of a successiveapproximation or chain sequence (Horner & Baer, 1978). The modified PECS protocol
used for this study follows such a successive sequence. A MPD also requires that the
study examine one independent variable’s effect on three or more participants, behaviors,
stimuli, or settings (Byiers, Reichle, & Symons, 2012). This study meets this
requirement as it examines one intervention across four participants. Accordingly, the
MPD research design of this study contained the following features as outlined by Horner
and Baer (1978): “1) an initial baseline probe session conducted on each of the steps in
the training sequence, 2) an additional probe session conducted on every step in the
training sequence immediately after criterion is reached on any training step, and 3) a
series of so-called true baseline sessions conducted just before each introduction of the
independent variable—a series that increases by at least one session as each additional
step in the sequence is trained” (p. 190).
Baseline is conducted before each sequential training step because the MPD is
based on the logic that behavior only changes when treatment is introduced (Schlosser,
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2003b). Thus, the untreated baselines should reflect no changes in behavior. This logic
of MPD enables intermittent data collection of performance during each baseline period
instead of continuous probes to reach a stable baseline (Byiers, Reichle, & Symons,
2012). Moreover, baseline data collection initially begins simultaneously across
participants. The intervention is then introduced to the first participant while the
remaining participants continue in the baseline phase with intermittent data collection
probes. After the first participant reaches the established criterion, then the next
participant enters intervention. This systematic process continues until all of the
baseline-intervention sequences are completed across all participants (Byiers et al.,
2012).
Participants
With Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval, four early elementary-age
children with moderate-severe autism were recruited through an ABA autism center. All
participants still received the standard curriculum provided at the local ABA center
including teaching of signs. None of the participants had previous aided AAC training.
Moreover, to be included in the study, participants had to meet the following criteria: (a)
an official diagnosis of autism spectrum disorder according to the DSM-5 criteria
(American Psychiatric Association, 2013), (b) between the ages of 4-9 years old, (c)
show adequate visual and auditory perception for learning novel skills, (d) demonstrate
adequate hand and eye coordination for activating the iPad application, (e) not a current
user of any speech output technology, and (f) little to no functional speech (defined as
having no more than 10 functional words).
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To verify the autism diagnosis, the Autism Diagnostic Observation Scale Second
Edition (ADOS-2; Lord et al., 2012) and the Childhood Autism Rating Scale Second
Edition (CARS-2; Schopler, Van Bourgondien, Wellman, & Love, 2010) were
administered. These assessments were administered by the primary research investigator.
Module 1 of the ADOS-2 was used for all participants because they are all considered to
be at the pre-verbal stage and are greater than 31 months of age. This module consists of
ten observation situations. Information on various behaviors are gathered from these
situations and later scored by category on numerical descriptive scales of 0 (not
abnormal) to 2 or 3 (most abnormal). CARS-2 consists of 15 categories of behaviors that
are scored on a scale from 1 (no impairment) to 4 (severe impairment).
Table 1 summarizes the pre-intervention characteristics of the participants
considered for this study, Bobby, Lucy, Josh, and Phillip (pseudo names were used to
maintain participant confidentiality). Bobby, a 9-year-old boy, engaged in some selfinjurious behavior (SIB). Per clinical reference, he had no functional speech but had
about 20 signs. Lucy, a 7-year-old girl, had little functional speech that consisted of
words with distorted speech sounds as a result of her severe oral motor and verbal
apraxia, (e.g., hi, no, bye, and yeah). Her parents reported that she knew 25-30 signs, but
when she attempted to imitate their sentences, it sounded like jargon. Also, she often
screamed to tantrum as well as indirectly laughed. Lucy had a comorbid diagnosis of
epilepsy. Josh, a 4-year-old boy, was “fairly good” at imitating motor movements, such
as signs, but rarely to never used them spontaneously in communication according to
caregiver and therapist reports. He received additional oral motor control therapy within
his ABA curriculum. Phillip, a 4-year-old boy, wore bilateral hearing aids to compensate
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for his bilateral mild-moderate sensorineural hearing loss. According to clinical
reference, he had no functional speech and language of any kind and occasionally started
to imitate and/or approximate words of his primary caregiver and therapists, limited to no
more than 5 words. In addition, he often vocalized a stereotypical “hee” sound. His
mother spoke Mandarin with him at home and reported that his responses, though
limited, were always in English.
Table 1
Participant Characteristics
Participant Age Gender
Bobby

9;0

Lucy

7;0

Josh

4;5

Male

Race

Diagnosis

Caucasian

CARS-2:
52.5;
severe
autism

Female Caucasian

Male

Caucasian

ADOS-2:
7;
moderate
autism
CARS –2:
44; severe
autism
ADOS-2:
6;
moderate
autism
CARS-2:
44; severe
autism
ADOS-2:
6;
moderate
autism

Communication
Skills
nonfunctional
vocalizations that
lack
communicative
intent, limited
gestures, and about
20 signs.
severe oral motor
and verbal apraxia
with limited
functional speech
and 25-30 signs.

5 words,
variegated babble
with appropriate
intonation, and
about six wordapproximations
with medium to
maximum
prompting.
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Table 1 Continued
Phillip

4;7

Male

Chinese

CARS-2:
49.5;
severe
autism
ADOS-2:
10; severe
autism

no functional
speech and
language; nonverbal with
occasional
intentional
vocalizations or
word imitations.

Setting
For all participants, data collection sessions were held in a regular treatment room
at the ABA autism center equipped with child appropriate chairs and tables. Moreover,
the room contained a 48in. x 32in. table, one adult-size chair, one child-size chair, and
materials necessary for the study (e.g., the child's iPad, reinforcers, video camera, etc.).
The sessions were administered three times per week. Each session typically had an
approximate duration of 15-20 minutes.
Materials
The participants each had an iPad carried by their therapist for their ABA
curriculum. For the purposes of this study, these iPads were equipped with the
SPEAKall!® application, an evidence-based iPad application specifically designed for
individuals with autism who are minimally verbal (Wendt, 2014). The application
contained picture symbols of the reinforcement stimuli that were either photographs of
the stimuli or representative Picture Communication Symbols (PCS; Mayer-Johnson,
2015). The symbols were organized into individualized food and toy menus for each
child (the menus for each child’s final phase of mastery can be found in Appendix A).
Each child’s therapist recorded her voice over the picture symbols on the device. When
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the child activated the symbol, the therapist’s voice was emitted through the device
labeling the corresponding stimuli. Food items were used as reinforcement stimuli
because of their inherent motivational value. A minimum of five preferred food items
were used per treatment as reinforcers. These items were presented to the participant on
a tray. In addition, a minimum of five preferred toy items were used during
generalization probes.
Independent Variable
The independent variable was the implementation of a modified PECS protocol in
conjunction with the iPad and SPEAKall!® application. This modified protocol overall
follows the general framework of the PECS instructions, but picture exchange responses
are replaced by activations of graphic symbols on the iPad. In addition, the modified
protocol follows the original PECS phases 1 through 5; however, original PECS phase 6
is not included because it measures commenting while this intervention focuses on
requesting. The various stages of this protocol are summarized in the intervention section
(the full protocol can be found in Appendix B).
Dependent Variables and Measurement System
The dependent variables consisted of three categories: requesting, speech
production, and social interactions. Speech production was coded into the subcategories
of intentional-related, intentional-unrelated and non-intentional verbalizations. Social
interaction was coded under three subcategories as well: eye contact, smiling, and joint
attention. Speech production and social interaction were measured by rate because the
length of the session varied. Requesting was measured by frequency of occurrence.
Kennedy (2005) defines this event recording as documenting “individual occurrences of a
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response or stimulus during an observation period” (p. 97). In this study, the observation
period began with trial one and ended with trial twenty of each session. The dependent
variables were operationally defined as outlined in table 2. See Appendix C for the Event
Recording Form.
Table 2
Operational Definitions of the Dependent Variables
DV
Requesting

Specific Skill Operational Definition
Phase I-III: Within ten seconds, activating the
Requesting
corresponding graphic symbol on the iPad by
dragging it onto the iPad sentence strip.
Phase IV-V: Within ten seconds, dragging the “I
want” plus “ITEM” graphic symbol onto the sentence
strip on the iPad.
Eye contact

SocialJoint
communicative Attention

Looking at the trainer for at least one second
following the activation of the graphic symbol.
A referential look between the therapist and an object
prior to activation of the graphic symbol.

Affection

Smiling/laughing in the direction of the
communication partner.

Nonintentional

Verbalizations/vocalizations not intended to convey a
meaningful message to the trainer (i.e., echolalia or
jargon). Unintelligible words or any utterances that
do not correspond with reinforcers; the referent for
the utterance is not present.
A verbalization/vocalization intended to transmit a
meaningful communicative message (i.e., to request,
comment, refuse, imitate), including speech
approximations.
A verbalization consisting of an approximation
clearly related to the reinforcer presented. An
accurate word utterance is a complete and clearly
intelligible production of the item word.

Speech
Production
Intentionalunrelated

Intentionalrelated
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Preference Assessment
Before beginning baseline and intervention, two preliminary preference
assessments were performed per child to determine their five food items and five toy
items to serve as reinforcement stimuli. The toy items were used as generalization probes
throughout the study. Identifying these reinforcement stimuli is crucial because it later
enables the training environment to be manipulated in a way that is highly motivating to
the participant. Therefore, a preference assessment is a key step before beginning
training of the modified PECS protocol.
Therapist interview. To begin the preference assessment, the child’s therapist
selected potential reinforcement items that the child typically enjoys. These items
consisted of four to six food items and four to six toys.
Trial-based assessment. Following the protocol of Pace and colleagues (1985),
the potential items selected by the therapist were presented five times each in a
counterbalanced, randomized order during the assessment. If the child approached the
item within five seconds of presentation, the item was made available for another five
seconds and given a mark. If the child did not approach the item within five seconds,
then the item was removed and not given a mark. Items that were selected at least 80% of
the time were deemed to be a preferred item. The items that met this criterion for each
participant are outlined in table 3. See Appendix D for the Preference Assessment Data
Sheet.

Table 3
Reinforcers
Reinforcers
Bobby
Food

Lucy
Toys

Food

Josh
Toys

Phillip

Food

Toys

Food

1. cheese
puffs
2. mint Oreos

1. dinosaur

1. slinky

2. mixer

1. cinnamon
puffs
2. Cheerios

3. fruit snacks

3. bubbles

3. Cheetos

4. slinky

4. popcorn

4. pretzels

5. cheese curls 5. shape
bucket
6. fruit snacks

5. fruit bar

4. sensory
toy
5. slinky

3. sensory
toy
4. bubbles

1. raisins

1. book

1. pears

1. piano

2. Cheerios

2. Cheez-its

3. fruit roll-up

2. sensory
toy
3. puddy

2. sensory
toy
3. light ball

4. cheese curls

4. slinky

5. wafers

5. iPad

3. veggie
straws
4. sweet tarts

5. rice crispy
treats

Toys

2. puzzle

5. V-tech
apple toy
6. ball*
7. car*
8. train*
9. beads*

*Denotes new foods or toys added to the original lists of reinforcers.
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Baseline
After the preference assessments were completed, the participants began baseline
assessments. During this phase, the child was presented with a tray of his/her five
preferred items. The child then selected one of the items, which was used for the next
five trials. Moreover, these brief preference assessments were repeated every five trials
within each session. A session consisted of a total of 20 trials overall. When the item
was selected, the iPad was programmed to display the desired item in the selection area
of the application. The iPad was then placed in close proximity to the child so the child
had the opportunity to activate the iPad with the correct response. At the same time, the
trainer presented the desired item on a plate. If the child reached for the item instead of
activating the graphic symbol, the response was counted as incorrect. After achieving a
stable baseline, the first child entered phase one of intervention. The other participants
entered phase one of intervention later as outlined by the multiple probe design protocol.
The participants progressed to the next phase after achieving the mastery criterion.
Intervention
Each session consisted of twenty trials of which were broken into four sets of
five. Before each set, a preference assessment was conducted in which the child selected
a reinforcement stimulus from five options provided. After the preference assessment,
the protocol for the given phase was followed. In phases 1 to 5, trainer 1 was the
communication partner and presented the stimulus item. A second trainer, trainer 2,
served as the prompter in phases 1 and 2. The therapists playing these roles rotated being
trainer 1 and 2. This rotation was important for the child to generalize performing the
communication exchange with various communication partners. As the child became
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able to perform the appropriate requesting response independently, trainer 2 remained in
the room and prompted the child as needed.
Mastery Criterion. To advance to the next phase, the participant had to achieve
the mastery criterion for that phase. For phases 1 to 3, the participant had to achieve at
least 80% mastery on all trials during two consecutive sessions. While for phase 4 and 5,
the participant had to achieve at least 80% mastery on all trials during three consecutive
sessions. When mastery criterion was met, the participant performed one more session in
that phase using the toy generalization probes instead of the food items. If the participant
did not achieve mastery in 9 sessions, which equates to approximately 3 weeks of
intervention, the treatment phase was discontinued and no generalization probe was
administered.
Phase 1 “One symbol requests.” During phase 1, the child learned to drag and
drop the graphic symbol onto the sentence strip in order to activate the iPad’s speech
output. First, trainer 1 presented the item. If the child reached for the item instead of
activating the device, trainer two prompted the child to do the appropriate response.
After the child activated the device, trainer 1 gave the item to the child and verbally
labeled it.
Phase 2 “Spontaneity expansion.” The focus of phase 2 was to increase the
child’s communicative spontaneity. The child was trained to persist when no reaction was
given to the initial attempt. During this phase, the iPad was placed in various places
throughout the room. The child had to get the iPad, walk to trainer 1, and activate the
device while facing the trainer. Trainer 2 prompted the child to make the appropriate
responses as needed.
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Phase 3 “Picture discrimination.” Phase 3 introduced picture discrimination in
which the child learned to discriminate between three or more graphic symbols. There
were four sub-phases to this stage. In the first sub-phase, the child learned to
discriminate between the preferred item’s icon and a distractor item’s icon. A distractor
item was a random object that would not interest the child such as a small blank piece of
a paper or a paperclip. The second sub-phase taught the child to discriminate between a
preferred item and a non-preferred item. A non-preferred item was a food that the child
did not like. Next, the child was progressively taught to discriminate between two
preferred items and finally to five preferred items. When this phase was mastered, the
child moved on to phase four.
Phase 4 “Sentence structure.” Phase 4 taught the child to use the “I want”
symbol in addition to the preferred items graphic symbol. The child was taught to drag
and drop both symbols to the sentence strip as well as to activate the sentence strip for the
device to then speak both symbols together. In the final stage of this phase, the child was
prompted to say the preferred item’s name aloud after activating the device. If the child
did not say it after the protocol of successive prompts was followed, the trainer said the
item’s name again and still provided the item to the child.
Phase 5 “Spontaneous communication.” Phase 5 consisted of two parts. The
first part taught the child to respond to the question “What do you want?” The trained
appropriate response was to activate the sentence strip of the “I want” and preferred
item’s graphic symbols. In the second part of the phase, spontaneous requesting was
targeted in a natural environment for an activity such as snack time or play time.
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Generalization
As previously stated, generalization probes were taken throughout the study using
the child’s preferred toy items. Toys were used to see if the child carried over the skill
learned in the phase to a non-trained item, in this case a non-food item. Trainer 1 and
trainer 2 were also alternated throughout the study so that the child carries-over the skills
to be used with various communication partners. Carry-over to non-trained stimuli and
various trainers is crucial to the maintenance and use of the skills in natural settings with
untrained desired items.
Maintenance
Maintenance was assessed 6 weeks after intervention was completed. This factor
was important to assess as it reveals the durability of the intervention post-training
(Schlosser & Lee, 2000). During the break period, the participant was not exposed to the
intervention conditions. This break enabled the evaluation of the trained requesting
behavior’s lasting effects.
Interobserver Agreement (IOA)
One doctoral student and two undergraduate students studying either speech,
language, and hearing science or special education were trained as observers. Their
training consisted of review of the dependent variables’ operational definitions as well as
the data collection procedures with trials. Every session was video recorded. All
sessions were selected to be analyzed by two independent observers. The interobserver
agreement was then calculated. Using a percentage agreement, the IOA was determined
by dividing the number of agreement by the total number and then multiplying by 100
(Kennedy, 2005).
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Treatment Integrity (TI)
Treatment integrity was assessed to analyze the accuracy and consistency of the
treatment. TI is defined as the degree that an independent variable is being executed
(Schlosser, 2003b). TI helps ensure internal and external validity of the treatment
process (Gresham, 1989). To implement TI, the intervention protocol was broken into
procedural steps enabling a treatment protocol checklist to be made for each phase.
Furthermore, the checklist provided a reference to determine if each step occurred during
each trial. To evaluate the treatment integrity, the total number of correctly performed
steps were divided by the number of total procedural steps and then multiplied by 100.
Treatment integrity was assessed by one graduate student and three undergraduate
students majoring in speech, language, and hearing science and who had completed
PECS training. Sessions used for TI were selected at random; 33% of the intervention
sessions equally distributed across all intervention phases were evaluated by two
independent raters.
Data Analyses
The data was evaluated through visual analysis. This analysis exposed functional
relations of the treatment. To conduct the visual analysis, the data collected during the
study was charted in graphic form. The What Works Clearinghouse (WWC) standards
for the visual analysis process proposed by Kratochwill et al. (2010) was then followed.
First, the stability of the baseline data was examined. Next, the changes in level, trend, or
variability of the data within each phase was evaluated. After that, the data between and
across phases was compared to analyze the immediacy of effect, overlap, and
consistency. Last, all of the data was integrated in order to assess whether the
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demonstrations of the effect occurred sequentially. This assessment confirmed if there
was a causal relationship between the treatment and the outcomes.
Statistical significance between baseline and phase effects was then calculated via
All Pair-wise Comparisons for Unequal Group Sample Sizes (Dunn, 1964). Using a SAS
macro for statistic computational output, comparisons were made at a .05 alpha level.
The comparisons included baseline versus each intervention phase, baseline versus each
generalization phase, baseline versus maintenance assessment, baseline versus all
intervention, and baseline versus all generalization.
Effect size was also evaluated to further support the visual and statistical analyses
of the treatment’s effects. The effect size metric from single-case designs that was used
was non-overlap of all pairs (NAP). NAP is a metric used in quantitative syntheses of
intervention studies (Manolov, Solanas, Sierra, & Evans, 2011). It is a measure of the
percentage of the intervention phase data points that exceed the highest baseline data
point. This percentage was calculated by dividing the number of comparison pairs which
do not overlap with baseline data points by the total number of comparisons. According
to Parker and Vannest (2009), the NAP values were interpreted as follows: a percentage
between 0-65% indicates weak effects, 66-92% indicates medium effects, and 93-100%
indicates large effects.
Social Validity
Social validity was another measure analyzed at the end of the study. Moreover,
social validity is the stakeholder’s opinion of the significance, effectiveness, and
satisfaction of the intervention (Schlosser, 1999). To determine social validity, a
subjective evaluation was administered to the parents and therapists of the participants
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via a modified Treatment Acceptability Rating Form – Revised (TARF-R) to receive
feedback in regards to the goals, procedures, and outcomes of the study (Reimers &
Wacker, 1988). This form consisted of twelve Likert-type questions and two open-ended
questions. These questions concerned the raters’ perceptions of the treatment’s
effectiveness, acceptability, satisfaction, and possible limitations (the full form can be
found in Appendix E).
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS

The purpose of this study was to evaluate an intervention package including the
SPEAKall! iPad application combined with the instructional framework of the PECS
approach during AAC intervention with early elementary children with severe, nonverbal autism by analyzing the following questions: (1) What are the effects of the
intervention on functional communication, that is requesting (primary measure)? (2)
What are the effects of the intervention on natural speech production? (3) What are the
effects of the intervention on key responses in social interaction (i.e., eye contact, joint
attention, and emotional affect)?
Pre- and Post-Treatment Communicative Profiles
The participants’ ASD symptoms were evaluated pre- and post-intervention to
screen for any improvements in autism symptomatology using a current “gold standard”
instrument. Accordingly, the ADOS-2 Module 1 was used to complete this evaluation.
The post-treatment assessments were completed approximately nine months after the pretreatment assessments.
ADOS-2 Results
Bob. On the ADOS-2 Module 1 pre-intervention assessment, Bob’s total social
affect score of 16 and his total restricted and repetitive behavior score of 6 revealed an
autism diagnosis at a level 7, suggesting moderate severity (see Table 4). Postintervention assessment revealed the same total scores; however, his social affect
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subscores for gestures and quality of social overtures improved. His post-intervention
social affect subscores for facial expression directed to others and shared enjoyment in
interaction were poorer than pre-intervention. Bob did not seem interested in the toys
used for testing and repeatedly requested the iPad throughout the session using a manual
sign. This disinterest in the ADOS-2 materials may have caused these subscores to
worsen from the pre-intervention assessment.
Table 4
ADOS-2 Module 1: Bob

Social Affect (SA)

Restricted and
Repetitive Behavior
(RRB)

Communication
Frequency of Spontaneous
Vocalization Directed to
Others
Gestures
Reciprocal Social
Interaction
Unusual Eye Contact
Facial Expressions Directed to
Others
Integration of Gaze and Other
Behaviors During Social
Overtures
Shared Enjoyment in
Interaction
Showing
Spontaneous Initiation of Joint
Attention
Response to Joint Attention
Quality of Social Overtures
SA Total
Restricted and Repetitive
Behaviors
Intonation of Vocalizations or
Verbalizations
Unusual Sensory Interest in
Play Material/Person

PreIntervention

PostIntervention

2

2

1

0

2

2

1

2

2

2

1

2

2

2

2

2

1
2
16

1
1
16

0

0

2

2
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Table 4 Continued
Hand and Finger and Other
Complex Mannerisms
Unusually Repetitive Interests
in Stereotyped Behaviors
RRB Total
Overall Total
ADOS-2
Classification
Level of autism
spectrum-related
symptoms

2

2

2

2

6
22

6
22

Autism

Autism

7
Moderate

7
Moderate

Lucy. On the ADOS-2 Module 1 pre-intervention assessment, Lucy’s total social
affect score of 16 and her total restricted and repetitive behavior score of 3 revealed an
autism diagnosis at a level 6, suggesting moderate severity (see Table 5). Postintervention assessment revealed improved subscores in several social affect areas
including: frequency of spontaneous vocalization directed to others, gestures, eye contact,
integration of gaze and other behaviors during social overtures, shared enjoyment in
interaction, and quality of social overtures. Her complex mannerism restricted and
repetitive behavior score also improved; however, her intonation of vocalization and
verbalizations worsened. This behavior received a poorer score because in the postintervention assessment Lucy had enough utterances for this characteristic to be analyzed.
In the pre-intervention assessment, she did not have enough utterances to sufficiently
analyze her intonation, which coded her score of 8 as a 0 on the calculation sheet. Her
overall improvement on the post-intervention assessment decreased her severity of autism
spectrum-related symptoms from moderate to low.
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Table 5
ADOS-2 Module 1: Lucy

Social Affect (SA)

Restricted and
Repetitive Behavior
(RRB)

Overall Total
ADOS-2
Classification

Communication
Frequency of Spontaneous
Vocalization Directed to
Others
Gestures
Reciprocal Social
Interaction
Unusual Eye Contact
Facial Expressions Directed to
Others
Integration of Gaze and Other
Behaviors During Social
Overtures
Shared Enjoyment in
Interaction
Showing
Spontaneous Initiation of Joint
Attention
Response to Joint Attention
Quality of Social Overtures
SA Total
Restricted and Repetitive
Behaviors
Intonation of Vocalizations or
Verbalizations
Unusual Sensory Interest in
Play Material/Person
Hand and Finger and Other
Complex Mannerisms
Unusually Repetitive Interests
in Stereotyped Behaviors
RRB Total

PreIntervention

PostIntervention

2

1

2

1

2

0

1

1

1

0

2

0

2

2

2

2

0
2
16

0
1
8

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

3
19

3
11
Autism
Spectrum

Autism
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Table 5 Continued
Level of autism
spectrum-related
symptoms

6
Moderate

4
Low

Josh. On the ADOS-2 Module 1 pre-intervention assessment, Josh’s total social
affect score of 14 and his total restricted and repetitive behavior score of 3 revealed an
autism diagnosis at a level 6, suggesting moderate severity (see Table 6). Postintervention assessment revealed improved subscores in several social affect areas
including: gestures, eye contact, facial expressions directed towards others, integration of
gaze and other behaviors during social overtures, showing, spontaneous initiation of joint
attention, and quality of social overtures. His unusual sensory interest in play
material/person and complex mannerism restricted and repetitive behavior scores also
improved. Josh’s increase in his overall level of non-echoed spoken language resulted in
his evaluation at the “some words” algorithm level instead of the pre-intervention “few to
no words” algorithm level. Accordingly, his overall improvement on the postintervention assessment decreased his severity of autism spectrum-related symptoms
from moderate to low.
Table 6
ADOS-2 Module 1: Josh

Social Affect

Communication
Frequency of Spontaneous
Vocalization Directed to
Others
Pointing
Gestures

PreIntervention

PostIntervention

2

2

n/a
1

0
2
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Table 6 Continued

Restricted and
Repetitive Behavior

Overall Total
ADOS-2
Classification
Level of autism
spectrum-related
symptoms

Reciprocal Social
Interaction
Unusual Eye Contact
Facial Expressions Directed to
Others
Integration of Gaze and Other
Behaviors During Social
Overtures
Shared Enjoyment in
Interaction
Showing
Spontaneous Initiation of Joint
Attention
Response to Joint Attention
Quality of Social Overtures
SA Total
Restricted and Repetitive
Behaviors
Intonation of Vocalizations or
Verbalizations
Stereotyped/Idiosyncratic Use
of Words or Phrases
Unusual Sensory Interest in
Play Material/Person
Hand and Finger and Other
Complex Mannerisms
Unusually Repetitive Interests
in Stereotyped Behaviors
RRB Total

2

0

1

0

2

1

0

0

2

0

2

1

0
2
14

n/a
0
6

0

n/a

n/a

0

2

1

1

0

0

0

3
17

1
7

Autism

Autism

6
Moderate

3
Low

Phillip. On the ADOS-2 Module 1 pre-intervention assessment, Phillip’s total
social affect score of 20 and his total restricted and repetitive behavior score of 6 revealed
an autism diagnosis at a level 10, suggesting high severity (see Table 7). Post-
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intervention assessment revealed the same total scores except for an improvement in the
response to joint attention subscore. This improvement decreased his severity rating to a
level 9 rating. Increases in eye contact, number of vocalizations, and phonemic repertoire
were noted in clinical observations as well.
Table 7
ADOS-2 Module 1: Phillip

Social Affect

Restricted and
Repetitive Behavior

Communication
Frequency of Spontaneous
Vocalization Directed to
Others
Gestures
Reciprocal Social
Interaction
Unusual Eye Contact
Facial Expressions Directed to
Others
Integration of Gaze and Other
Behaviors During Social
Overtures
Shared Enjoyment in
Interaction
Showing
Spontaneous Initiation of Joint
Attention
Response to Joint Attention
Quality of Social Overtures
SA Total
Restricted and Repetitive
Behaviors
Intonation of Vocalizations or
Verbalizations
Unusual Sensory Interest in
Play Material/Person
Hand and Finger and Other
Complex Mannerisms

PreIntervention

PostIntervention

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2
2
20

1
2
19

0

0

2

2

2

2
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Table 7 Continued
Unusually Repetitive Interests
in Stereotyped Behaviors
RRB Total
Overall Total
ADOS-2
Classification
Level of autism
spectrum-related
symptoms

2

2

6
26

6
25

Autism

Autism

10
High

9
High

Reliability Analyses
Interobserver Agreement
All intervention phases were subject to interobserver agreement (IOA) analysis
per participant as data was collected at all sessions by at least two observers. Phase 4
generalization, Phase 5, and Phase 5 generalization IOA were only calculated for Bob
and Josh because Lucy and Phillip stopped intervention after Phase 4 as mastery was not
reached. Across participants, the IOA for requesting ranged from 85-100% (M=
99.33%). The IOA for intentional-related natural speech production for Lucy, Josh, and
Phillip showed similar variability with a range of 85-100% (M= 99.53%). IOA for
natural speech production was 100% across all conditions for Bob. This increased
agreement for Bob was likely because his natural speech production and vocalizations
occurred infrequently and often not at all.
IOA for all participants’ social-communicative behaviors was more variable
across all conditions than for the requesting and speech observations with a range of 80100% (M= 95.11%). This increased variation was likely because the data collection
procedures for requesting and speech were more straightforward to observe. The socialcommunicative behaviors of eye contact, emotional affect, and joint attention may have
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been missed if an observer was looking away from the child for a moment to document
data for the other variables, to check the time, and other brief distractions. All IOA
results are reported in Table 8, 9, and 10.
Table 8
Requesting IOA
Requesting
Conditions
Baseline
Bob
Lucy
Josh
Phillip
Baseline Generalization
Bob
Lucy
Josh
Phillip
Phase 1
Bob
Lucy
Josh
Phillip
Phase 1 Generalization
Bob
Lucy
Josh
Phillip
Phase 2
Bob
Lucy
Josh
Phillip
Phase 2 Generalization
Bob
Lucy
Josh
Phillip

Range
100-100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100-100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
95-100%
100%
100%
95-100%
95-100%
100-100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
85-100%
95-100%
95-100%
100%
85-100%
90-100%
100%
90%
100%
95%

Mean
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
99.21%
100%
100%
98.57%
99.17%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
98.52%
98.33%
99.29%
100%
97.22%
96.25%
100%
90%
100%
95%
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Table 8 Continued
Phase 3
Bob
Lucy
Josh
Phillip
Phase 3 Generalization
Bob
Lucy
Josh
Phillip
Phase 4
Bob
Lucy
Josh
Phillip
Phase 4 Generalization
Bob
Lucy
Josh
Phillip
Phase 5
Bob
Lucy
Josh
Phillip
Phase 5 Generalization
Bob
Lucy
Josh
Phillip
Maintenance
Bob
Lucy
Josh
Phillip
Maintenance Generalization
Bob
Lucy
Josh
Phillip
Total

100-100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100-100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
90-100%
90-100%
95-100%
95-100%
100%
100-100%
100%
--100%
--100-100%
100%
--100%
--95-100%
95%
--100%
--100-100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100-100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
85-100%

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
99%
100%
98.57%
95%
98.89%
98.33%
100%
100%
100%
--100%
--100%
100%
--100%
--97.5%
95%
--100%
--100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
99.33%
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Table 9
Natural Speech Production IOA
Natural Speech Production
Conditions
Range
Baseline
100-100%
Bob 100%
Lucy 100%
Josh 100%
Phillip 100%
Baseline Generalization
100-100%
Bob 100%
Lucy 100%
Josh 100%
Phillip 100%
Phase 1
100-100%
Bob 100%
Lucy 100%
Josh 100%
Phillip 100%
Phase 1 Generalization
100-100%
Bob 100%
Lucy 100%
Josh 100%
Phillip 100%
Phase 2
95-100%
Bob 100%
Lucy 100%
Josh 100%
Phillip 95-100%
Phase 2 Generalization
95-100%
Bob 100%
Lucy 95%
Josh 100%
Phillip 100%
Phase 3
100-100%
Bob 100%
Lucy 100%
Josh 100%
Phillip 100%

Mean
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
99.81%
100%
100%
100%
99.44%
98.75%
100%
95%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
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Table 9 Continued
Phase 3 Generalization
Bob
Lucy
Josh
Phillip
Phase 4
Bob
Lucy
Josh
Phillip
Phase 4 Generalization
Bob
Lucy
Josh
Phillip
Phase 5
Bob
Lucy
Josh
Phillip
Phase 5 Generalization
Bob
Lucy
Josh
Phillip
Maintenance
Bob
Lucy
Josh
Phillip
Maintenance Generalization
Bob
Lucy
Josh
Phillip
Total

100-100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
85-100%
100%
90-100%
85-100%
95-100%
100-100%
100%
--100%
--100-100%
100%
--100%
--100-100%
100%
--100%
--95-100%
100%
95-100%
100%
100%
100-100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
85-100%

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
97.68%
100%
95.56%
96.67%
99.44%
100%
100%
--100%
--100%
100%
--100%
--100%
100%
--100%
--99.58%
100%
98.33%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
99.53%
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Table 10
Social-Communicative Behaviors IOA
Social-Communicative Behaviors
Conditions
Range
Baseline
88-100%
Bob 88-100%
Lucy 95-100%
Josh 100%
Phillip 90-100%
Baseline Generalization
80-100%
Bob 80-100%
Lucy 93-100%
Josh 95-100%
Phillip 100%
Phase 1
95-100%
Bob 100%
Lucy 85-100%
Josh 100%
Phillip 85-100%
Phase 1 Generalization
95-100%
Bob 100%
Lucy 95%
Josh 100%
Phillip 100%
Phase 2
80-100%
Bob 83-100%
Lucy 90-100%
Josh 95-100%
Phillip 80-100%
Phase 2 Generalization
95-100%
Bob 95%
Lucy 100%
Josh 100%
Phillip 95%
Phase 3
85-100%
Bob 95-100%
Lucy 85-100%
Josh 95-100%
Phillip 95-100%

Mean
98.88%
97.6%
99.17%
100%
98.46%
97.71%
93.33%
97.67%
98.75%
100%
96.84%
100%
93.33%
100%
93.33%
98.75%
100%
95%
100%
100%
94.56%
96.33%
97.14%
98%
89.44%
97.5%
95%
100%
100%
95%
95.91%
97.5%
92.5%
98.33%
97.5%
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Table 10 Continued
Phase 3 Generalization

Phase 4

Phase 4 Generalization

Phase 5

Phase 5 Generalization

Maintenance

Maintenance Generalization

85-100%
Bob 100%
Lucy 95%
Josh 95%
Phillip 85%
85-100%
Bob 90-95%
Lucy 85-100%
Josh 85-100%
Phillip 85-100%
90-95%
Bob 90%
Lucy --Josh 95%
Phillip --80-100%
Bob 90-100%
Lucy --Josh 80-100%
Phillip --80-100%
Bob 80%
Lucy --Josh 100%
Phillip --85-100%
Bob 95-100%
Lucy 85-95%
Josh 85-100%
Phillip 85-100%
90-100%
Bob 95%
Lucy 100%
Josh 100%
Phillip 90%
Total 80-100%

93.75%
100%
95%
95%
85%
91.96%
92.5%
91.67%
92.5%
91.67%
92.5%
90%
--95%
--94.17%
95%
--93.33%
--90%
80%
--100%
--93.75%
98.33%
90%
93.33%
93.33%
96.25%
95%
100%
100%
90%
95.11%
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Treatment Integrity
Treatment integrity (TI) was analyzed using 33% of the video recorded
intervention sessions. These videos were selected at random and re-watched by two
observers. The observers were trained in the intervention protocol as well as with the TI
checklists. The TI checklists were based on the PECS protocol described by Bondy and
Frost (2001) and followed the modifications made to infuse the iPad into the intervention
(SPEAK MODalities, 2014). For phases 1 and 2 which used a second trainer, there was a
second TI checklist form to assess trainer 2’s role as the physical prompter. Trainers 1
and 2 differed across participants and phases. Each child had a separate team of trainers,
and some of these trainers changed at various stages of the intervention due to staff
rotations. Thus, trainers were assessed using different forms in correspondence with their
assigned role as trainer 1 or 2 for that session (all TI forms can be found in Appendix F).
The observers calculated TI by dividing the total number of steps performed correctly by
the total number of steps and multiplying by 100. The total number of steps did not
include any steps that were marked “not applicable.”
Treatment integrity analysis revealed Trainer 1 to implement the intervention
protocol correctly an average of approximately 96% across all conditions and
participants. Trainer 1’s treatment integrity decreased as the phases progressed and the
protocol steps became more complicated; however, TI was always between 81-100%.
The IOA for trainer 1’s TI between observer 1 and 2 was 99.58% in total. The observers’
IOA for trainer 1’s implementation is reported in Table 11. TI and IOA were not
reported for trainer 1 in phase 4 generalization, phase 5, or phase 5 generalization for
Lucy and Phillip as they did not receive intervention in these phases. Trainer 2’s
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treatment integrity was approximately an average of 98% across phases and participants,
and IOA was 100%. The IOA for trainer 2’s implementation is reported in Table 12.

Table 11
Treatment Integrity for Trainer 1
Treatment Integrity: Trainer 1
Observer 1
Conditions
Range
Phase 1
100-100%
Bob
100-100%
Lucy
100-100%
Josh
100-100%
Phillip
100-100%
Phase 1 Generalization 100-100%
Bob
100-100%
Lucy
100-100%
Josh
100-100%
Phillip
100-100%
Phase 2
94-100%
Bob
100-100%
Lucy
94-100%
Josh
100-100%
Phillip
100-100%
Phase 2 Generalization 96-100%
Bob
100-100%
Lucy
98-98%
Josh
96-96%
Phillip
100-100%

Mean
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
99.27%
100%
97.33%
100%
100%
98.5%
100%
98%
96%
100%

Observer 2
Range
100-100%
100-100%
100-100%
100-100%
100-100%
100-100%
100-100%
100-100%
100-100%
100-100%
94-100%
100-100%
94-100%
100-100%
100-100%
93-100%
100-100%
98-98%
96-96%
100-100%

Mean
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
99.27%
100%
97.33%
100%
100%
98.5%
100%
98%
96%
100%

Agreement
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
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Table 11 Continued
Phase 3
Bob
Lucy
Josh
Phillip
Phase 3 Generalization
Bob
Lucy
Josh
Phillip
Phase 4
Bob
Lucy
Josh
Phillip
Phase 4 Generalization
Bob
Lucy
Josh
Phillip
Phase 5
Bob
Lucy
Josh
Phillip

88-100%
94-94%
88-100%
97-97%
95-95%
89-100%
97-97%
100-100%
89-89%
100-100%
81-100%
81-86%
85-87%
100-100%
91-100%
100-100%
100-100%
--100-100%
--88-100%
88-88%
--100-100%
---

94.80%
94%
94%
97%
95%
96.50%
97%
100%
89%
100%
91.7%
83.5%
86.33
100%
97%
100%
100%
--100%
--94%
88%
--100%
---

88-100%
94-94%
88-100%
97-97%
95-95%
89-100%
97-97%
100-100%
89-89%
100-100%
81-100%
81-86%
82-89%
100-100%
88-100%
100-100%
100-100%
--100-100%
--88-100%
88-88%
--100-100%
---

94.80%
94%
94%
97%
95%
96.50%
97%
100%
89%
100%
90.4%
83.5%
86%
100%
91.33%
100%
100%
--100%
--94%
88%
--100%
---

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
98.47%
100%
98.18%
100%
95.7%
100%
100%
--100%
--100%
100%
--100%
---
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Table 11 Continued
Phase 5 Generalization
Bob
Lucy
Josh
Phillip
Maintenance
Bob
Lucy
Josh
Phillip
Maintenance
Generalization
Bob
Lucy
Josh
Phillip
Total

88-88%
88-88%
--88-88%
--87-100%
87-87%
97-97%
87-87%
100-100%

88%
88%
--88%
--92.75%
87%
97%
87%
100%

88-88%
88-88%
--88-88%
--87-100%
87-87%
97-97%
87-87%
100-100%

88%
88%
--88%
--100%
87%
97%
87%
100%

100%
100%
--100%
--92.75%
100%
100%
100%
100%

83-100%
85-85%
89-89%
83-83%
100-100%
81-100%

89.25%
85%
89%
83%
100%
95.85%

83-100%
85-85%
92-92%
83-83%
100-100%
81-100%

90%
85%
92%
83%
100%
95.68%

98.69%
100%
94.74%
100%
100%
99.58%
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Table 12
Treatment Integrity for Trainer 2
Treatment Integrity: Trainer 2
Observer 1
Conditions
Range
Phase 1
86-100%
Bob
100-100%
Lucy
92-92%
Josh
100-100%
Phillip
86-100%
Phase 2
93-100%
Bob
100-100%
Lucy
93-100%
Josh
95-100%
Phillip
94-100%
Total
86-100%

Mean
96.86%
100%
92%
100%
93%
98.36%
100%
97.67%
97.50%
98.50%
97.78%

Observer 2
Range
86-100%
100-100%
92-92%
100-100%
86-100%
93-100%
100-100%
93-100%
95-100%
94-100%
86-100%

Mean
96.86%
100%
92%
100%
93%
98.36%
100%
97.67%
97.50%
98.50%
97.78%

Agreement
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
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Experimental Condition
The results of this study were analyzed in three ways: visual analysis, statistical
analysis, and effect size estimation. All Pair-wise Comparisons for Unequal Group
Sample Sizes (Dunn, 1964) was used to conduct the statistical analysis, and non-overlap
of all pairs (NAP) was used to estimate the magnitude of intervention effect. Results of
these analyses will be presented individually.
Visual Analyses
Visual analysis was conducted after all data was graphed. The What Works
Clearinghouse standards for visual analysis proposed by Kratochwill et al. (2010) was
then followed. The means are reported across sessions for each participant and treatment
condition separately.
Requesting. The operational definition used for a correct requesting response
differed depending on the intervention phase. For Phase 1, 2, and 3 of intervention, a
correct response was considered activating the corresponding graphic symbol on the iPad
by dragging it onto the iPad sentence strip within ten seconds. For Phase 4 and 5, a
correct response was considered dragging the “I want” plus “ITEM” graphic symbol onto
the sentence strip on the iPad within ten seconds. Figure 1 displays the number of correct
requesting across all conditions for Bob, Lucy, Josh, and Phillip.
Bob. During baseline, Bob’s mean independent requesting using the iPad
application was 0 out of 20 trials. The graphed data shows that his average increased to
approximately 18 during phase 1 of intervention. Phase 2 took the longest for Bob to
master. Nevertheless, Bob mastered all intervention phases. In phase 5, he demonstrated
success using the iPad to independently request in spontaneous, natural situations, such as
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snack time. His data revealed generalization of this skill to untrained items as well as
maintenance of the skill after a 6 week break from intervention with a mean independent
requesting of 19 out of 20 trials.
Lucy. During baseline, Lucy’s average independent requesting using the iPad
application was 0.33 out of 20 trials. Visual inspection of the graphed data shows that
her average increased to approximately 14 during phase 1 of intervention. Similar to her
peer, Phase 2 took the longest for Lucy to master. Lucy mastered through phase 3 of
intervention in which she independently requested using the iPad while discriminating
between picture stimuli on the interface with trained and untrained items. She maintained
the skill after a 6 week break from intervention as well with a mean independent
requesting of 19 out of 20 trials. Lucy was unable to master phase 4 of intervention.
Josh. During baseline, Josh’s mean independent requesting using the iPad
application was 0 out of 20 trials. This average increased to approximately 12 during
phase 1 of intervention. Visual inspection of the data reveals that Josh’s performance
fluctuated during Phase 1 of intervention before achieving mastery. Nevertheless, Josh
mastered all intervention phases, achieving independence requesting with the device in
spontaneous situations. His data revealed generalization of this skill to untrained items as
well as maintenance of the skill after a 6 week break from intervention with a mean
independent requesting of 19 out of 20 trials.
Phillip. Phillip’s average independent requesting using the iPad application
during baseline was 0 out of 20 trials. Visual inspection of the graphed data shows that
his average increased to approximately 7 during phase 1 of intervention. Phase 2 took the
longest for Phillip to master. Phillip was able to master through phase 3 of intervention
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in which he independently requested using the iPad while discriminating between picture
stimuli on the interface with trained and untrained items. His mean independent
requesting of 19 out of 20 trials after a 6 week break from intervention demonstrated his
maintenance of this skill as well. Phillip was unable to master phase 4 of intervention.
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Figure 1. Total number of correct requests during sessions for each condition across
participants. The intervention condition is represented in the figure by closed circles and
generalization probes are represented by open squares.
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Natural Speech Production. Only intentional-related natural speech production
responses were used for data analysis. Natural speech production was recorded as a rate.
The sum of intentional-related natural speech productions in a session were divided by
the length of that session to produce the rate of such productions in that session. The
operational definition used for responses considered to be intentional-related was a
verbalization consisting of an approximation clearly related to the reinforcer presented.
An accurate word utterance was considered a complete and clearly intelligible production
of the item word. Figure 2 displays the rate of intentional-related spoken words or word
approximations per minute across all conditions for Bob, Lucy, Josh, and Phillip.
Bob. During baseline, Bob presented as nonverbal with little to no vocalizations
except for grunting. His mean rate of intentional-related speech production remained
virtually 0 across all conditions. He made one speech approximation for iPad during two
generalization sessions, however. His use of manual signs and vocalizations were
observed to have increased during maintenance assessment as well, though these were
not reflected on the graphed data because they did not fall under the operational
definition of intentional-related speech production.
Lucy. Lucy’s use of intentional-related speech production to request remained 0
until phase 4 of intervention. During phase 4, her mean rate of intentional-related speech
per minute increased to .87. There is not a generalization data point for this phase
because she did not master phase 4. During maintenance assessment of her last phase of
mastery, phase 3, her mean rate decreased to approximately .1.
Josh. Josh’s mean rate of intentional-related speech production per minute to
request remained 0 until phase 2 of intervention in which his mean increased to .17. His
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rate decreased back to 0 during phase 3. Josh’s mean rate of intentional-related speech
production significantly increased again during phase 4 of intervention to .72. During
phase 5, his mean rate decreased to approximately .39 and further decreased to virtually 0
during maintenance assessment.
Phillip. During baseline, Phillip presented as nonverbal except for a repetitive
stereotype “he” sound that he occasionally made. Phillip’s mean rate of intentionalrelated speech production per minute to request was shown to fluctuate as it was .03 at
baseline, decreased to 0 in phase 1, increased to .1 during phase 2, and decreased again to
.04 during phase 3 of intervention. Phillip’s mean rate of intentional-related speech
production significantly increased during phase 4 of intervention to .79. There is not a
generalization data point for this phase because he did not master phase 4. During
maintenance assessment of his last phase of mastery, phase 3, his mean rate decreased to
0.
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Figure 2. Rate of intentional-related spoken words or word approximations per minute
elicited during each session for each condition across participants. The intervention
condition is represented in the figure by closed circles and the generalization probes are
represented by open squares.
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Social-Communicative Behaviors. The three measures of social-communicative
behavior were lumped together as one overall measure for data analysis. Accordingly,
each session’s data collected on eye contact, joint attention, and affection (e.g., smiling
and laughing) were summed together and then divided by the length of the session to
produce the total rate of social-communicative behaviors produced that session by the
participant. Eye contact was operationally defined as looking at the trainer for at least
one second following the activation of the graphic symbol. Joint attention was
operationally defined as a referential look between the therapist and an object prior to
activation of the graphic symbol. Affection was considered to be smiling or laughing in
the direction of the communication partner. Figure 3 displays the rate of intentionalrelated natural spoken words or word approximations per minute across all conditions for
Bob, Lucy, Josh, and Phillip.
Bob. Social-communicative behaviors were observed an average rate of 1.44
times per minute per session during baseline. Bob’s social-communicative behaviors
decreased to .96 during phase 1 and to .3 during phase 2. Beginning with phase 3, a
general increase was noted with a mean of .79 in phase 3, 1.6 in phase 4, and 2.61 in
phase 5. Maintenance assessment suggested maintenance of these effects with a mean of
2.2.
Lucy. During baseline, Lucy displayed an average rate of .45 socialcommunicative behaviors per minute per session. Similar to Bob, Lucy’s mean rate
decreased during phase 1 to .17 and remained approximately the same during phase 2.
Her average rate then increased during phase 3 to .41 and to .67 in phase 4. Maintenance
assessment revealed not only maintenance but a further increase of the skill to 2.23.
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Josh. Josh’s baseline average rate of social-communicative behaviors was .09.
His average rate initially decreased to .04 during phase 1 of intervention and remained
the same during phase 2. His average began a general increase during phase 3 of
intervention with .21 in phase 3 and .51 in phase 4. Josh’s average decreased in phase 5
to .3. Josh’s average rate further decreased to .11 during maintenance assessment.
Phillip. During baseline, an average rate of .42 social-communicative behaviors
was noted. Phillip’s average rate decreased to .34 in phase 1. A general increase was
then noted with an average rate of 1.49 in phase 2, 1.34 in phase 3, and 2.03 in phase 4.
Maintenance assessment demonstrated maintenance as well as a further increase in this
skill with an average rate of 3.57.
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Figure 3. Rate of social-communicative behaviors per minute observed during each
session for each condition across participants. The intervention condition is represented
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in the figure by closed circles and the generalization probes are represented by open
squares.
Statistical Analyses
Statistical significance between baseline and phase effects was calculated using
All Pair-wise Comparisons for Unequal Group Sample Sizes (Dunn, 1964) with an alpha
level at .05. Each participant’s results are reported separately under each condition.
Tables 13 to 24 show all comparisons found to be statistically significant.
Requesting.
Bob. Data points in Bob’s baseline condition compared to his phase 1, phase 2,
phase 3, and phase 4 data were not found to be statistically significant. However,
baseline compared to phase 5, baseline compared to maintenance, and baseline compared
to all intervention phases did have a statistically significant difference. Moreover,
baseline compared to all generalization probes had a statistically significant difference
but not baseline compared to the individual phase generalization probes separately.
Lucy. Baseline data was not compared to phase 5, phase 4 generalization probes,
or phase 5 generalization probes for Lucy because she did not complete these phases.
When her baseline data was compared to phase 1 through 4 of intervention and phase 1
through 3 of generalization probes separately, no significant difference was found. Her
baseline data compared to maintenance assessment of phase 3 of intervention was
significantly different. There was also a significant difference found between her
baseline data versus all of intervention and her baseline data versus all of her
generalization probes.
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Josh. For intervention, a statistically significant difference was found between
Josh’s baseline data versus phase 3, phase 5, and maintenance, when compared
individually. A significant difference was also found between his baseline data and all
intervention phases combined. A significant difference was found between his baseline
data and all generalization probes combined but not when compared separately.
Phillip. When comparing Phillip’s baseline data to intervention phase 2 and
maintenance of phase 3, a statistically significant difference was found. Phillip’s data
from all intervention phases combined was also significantly different than his baseline
data. His combined generalization probes were significantly different from baseline as
well but not when compared to baseline separately. Phase 4 generalization, phase 5, and
phase 5 generalization were not analyzed because Phillip did not complete these phases.
Natural Speech Production.
Bob. Compared to Bob’s baseline data points, no significant difference was
found for any of the intervention phases. Also, there was no significant difference found
when comparing baseline to his combined intervention phase data. Similar results were
found when generalization probes were compared separately and combined to Bob’s
baseline data.
Lucy. A statistically significant difference was found between Lucy’s baseline
natural speech production data and phase 4 of intervention. No other significant
differences were found compared to other intervention phases separately or combined.
There was also no significant difference between baseline and generalization probes.
Josh. When comparing Josh’s baseline data to the individual intervention phases,
phase 4 was the only phase that showed a significant difference. His baseline data
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compared to his combined intervention data was found to also have a statistically
significant difference. Josh’s individual generalization probe data from each phase
compared to baseline did not show such a difference. However, when combined and
compared to baseline, there was a significant difference between all generalization probes
and his baseline natural speech production data.
Phillip. Similar to Bob, Phillip did not show a significant difference between his
baseline data and intervention phases. No significant difference was found compared to
the combined data of the intervention condition either. His natural speech production
during baseline compared to the generalization probes individually and combined also
was found to have no significant difference.
Social-communicative Behaviors.
Bob. No statistically significant difference was found between Bob’s baseline
social-communicative behaviors data and the intervention phases. No significant
difference was found between baseline and combined intervention data nor combined
generalization probe data as well. Accordingly, no significant difference was found
between baseline and individual phase generalization probes.
Lucy. Similar to Bob, Lucy’s baseline data for social-communicative behaviors
was not significantly different from intervention phases when analyzed separately or
combined. No significant difference was found in comparison to the individual or
combined generalization probes as well.
Josh. When comparing Josh’s baseline data to intervention, no statistically
significant differences were found. Baseline comparisons to generalization probes were
not significantly different either.
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Phillip. Phase 4 and maintenance assessment of phase 3 were found to be
significantly different from Phillip’s baseline social-communicative behaviors data.
Also, Phillip’s combined social-communicative behaviors data during intervention was
found to be significantly different than baseline as well. Moreover, there was a
significant difference between his baseline data compared to his combined generalization
probes but not compared to his individual generalization probes of each phase.
Effect Size Estimation
Effect size was evaluated using non-overlap of all pairs (NAP) to further support
the visual and statistical analysis of the treatment’s effects. According to Parker and
Vannest (2009), the NAP values will be interpreted as follows: a percentage between 065% indicates weak effects, 66-92% indicates medium effects, and 93-100% indicates
large effects. All NAP results are recorded in Table 13 to 24.
Requesting.
Bob. NAP effect size estimation scores were 100% for all of Bob’s comparisons.
These results indicate large effects for requesting between baseline and each individual
intervention phases. These large effects also applied to Bob’s generalization probes and
maintenance.
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Table 13
NAP Effect Size Estimates and Phase Comparisons for Requesting: Bob
Requesting Outcomes: Bob
Intervention
NAP score Generalization
NAP score
BL-Phase 1
BL-Phase 1
100%
100%
BL-Phase 2
BL-Phase 2
100%
100%
BL-Phase 3
BL-Phase 3
100%
100%
BL-Phase 4
BL-Phase 4
100%
100%
BL-Phase 5
BL-Phase 5
100%**
100%
BL-Maintenance 100%**
BL-Maintenance 100%
Median NAP
100%**
Median NAP
100%**
** denotes significant improvement from baseline to intervention (p ≤ 0.05)
Lucy. All phases that Lucy mastered, including maintenance, showed large
effects with an NAP score of 100% except for phase 2 in which medium effects were
shown. Moreover, large effects were found between baseline and generalization probes
for Lucy as well. Lucy did not master phase 4, and, accordingly, showed weak effects for
this phase.
Table 14
NAP Effect Size Estimates and Phase Comparisons for Requesting: Lucy
Requesting Outcomes: Lucy
Intervention
NAP score Generalization
NAP score
BL-Phase 1
BL-Phase 1
100%
100%
BL-Phase 2
BL-Phase 2
90.48%
100%
BL-Phase 3
BL-Phase 3
100%
100%
BL-Phase 4
BL-Phase 4
59.26%
n/a
BL-Maintenance 100%**
BL-Maintenance 100%
Median NAP
100%**
Median NAP
100%**
** denotes significant improvement from baseline to intervention (p ≤ 0.05)
Josh. A large effect was found between baseline and all intervention phases for
Josh’s requesting data except for phase 2 of intervention, which showed medium effects.
In comparison to his generalization probes, large effects were shown with all
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comparisons having a NAP score of 100%. This large effect also occurred with Josh’s
maintenance assessment for intervention and generalization.
Table 15
NAP Effect Size Estimates and Phase Comparisons for Requesting: Josh
Requesting Outcomes: Josh
Intervention
NAP score Generalization
NAP score
BL-Phase 1
BL-Phase 1
100%
100%
BL-Phase 2
BL-Phase 2
90%
100%
BL-Phase 3
BL-Phase 3
100%**
100%
BL-Phase 4
BL-Phase 4
100%
100%
BL-Phase 5
BL-Phase 5
100%**
100%
BL-Maintenance 100%**
BL-Maintenance 100%
Median NAP
100%**
Median NAP
100%**
** denotes significant improvement from baseline to intervention (p ≤ 0.05)
Phillip. A large effect size was found when comparing baseline to phase 3 of
intervention, maintenance of phase 3 of intervention, and all generalization probes.
Medium effects were found between baseline and phase 1, phase 2, and phase 4 of
intervention.
Table 16
NAP Effect Size Estimates and Phase Comparisons for Requesting: Phillip
Requesting Outcomes: Phillip
Intervention
NAP score Generalization
NAP score
BL-Phase 1
BL-Phase 1
75%
100%
BL-Phase 2
BL-Phase 2
88.89%**
100%
BL-Phase 3
BL-Phase 3
100%
100%
BL-Phase 4
BL-Phase 4
88.89
n/a
BL-Maintenance 100%**
BL-Maintenance 100%
Median NAP
88.89%**
Median NAP
100%**
** denotes significant improvement from baseline to intervention (p ≤ 0.05)
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Natural Speech Production.
Bob. Weak effects were found when comparing baseline to all of Bob’s
intervention data, including maintenance. Similar effects were found for his
generalization probes except for phase 1 and phase 5, which showed large effects.
Table 17
NAP Effect Size Estimates and Phase Comparisons for Natural Speech Production: Bob
Speech Outcomes: Bob
Intervention
NAP score Generalization
NAP score
BL-Phase 1
BL-Phase 1
50%
100%
BL-Phase 2
BL-Phase 2
50%
50%
BL-Phase 3
BL-Phase 3
50%
50%
BL-Phase 4
BL-Phase 4
50%
50%
BL-Phase 5
BL-Phase 5
50%
100%
BL-Maintenance 50%
BL-Maintenance 50%
Median NAP
50%
Median NAP
50%
** denotes significant improvement from baseline to intervention (p ≤ 0.05)
Lucy. For natural speech production, Lucy’s data revealed weak effects for phase
1 through 3 when compared to baseline, including the generalization probes for those
phases and intervention maintenance assessment. Large effects were seen for the
comparison with phase 4 of intervention and the comparison with the generalization
maintenance assessment.
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Table 18
NAP Effect Size Estimates and Phase Comparisons for Natural Speech Production: Lucy
Speech Outcomes: Lucy
Intervention
NAP score Generalization
NAP score
BL-Phase 1
BL-Phase 1
50%
50%
BL-Phase 2
BL-Phase 2
50%
50%
BL-Phase 3
BL-Phase 3
50%
50%
BL-Phase 4
BL-Phase 4
100%**
n/a
BL-Maintenance 66.67%
BL-Maintenance 100%
Median NAP
50%
Median NAP
50%
** denotes significant improvement from baseline to intervention (p ≤ 0.05)
Josh. Comparisons between Josh’s baseline data and phase 4, phase 5, all
generalization probes, and maintenance assessment of generalization were revealed as
having large effects. Medium effects were seen for the phase 2 comparison to baseline
while weak effects were seen for the phase 1, phase 3, and intervention maintenance
assessment comparisons.
Table 19
NAP Effect Size Estimates and Phase Comparisons for Natural Speech Production: Josh
Speech Outcomes: Josh
Intervention
NAP score Generalization
NAP score
BL-Phase 1
BL-Phase 1
50%
100%
BL-Phase 2
BL-Phase 2
90%
100%
BL-Phase 3
BL-Phase 3
50%
100%
BL-Phase 4
BL-Phase 4
100%**
100%
BL-Phase 5
BL-Phase 5
100%
100%
BL-Maintenance 50%
BL-Maintenance 100%
Median NAP
70%**
Median NAP
100%**
** denotes significant improvement from baseline to intervention (p ≤ 0.05)
Phillip. Comparisons between Phillip’s baseline data and phase 1 through 3 of
intervention, these phases’ generalization probes, and maintenance assessment of phase 3
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demonstrated weak effects for his natural speech production. Medium effects were seen
when comparing baseline to his phase 4 natural speech production data.
Table 20
NAP Effect Size Estimates and Phase Comparisons for Natural Speech Production:
Phillip
Speech Outcomes: Phillip
Intervention
NAP score Generalization
NAP score
BL-Phase 1
BL-Phase 1
42.31%
40%
BL-Phase 2
BL-Phase
2
53.42%
40%
BL-Phase 3
BL-Phase 3
63.46%
40%
BL-Phase 4
BL-Phase 4
87.18%
n/a
BL-Maintenance 42.31%
BL-Maintenance 40%
Median NAP
53.42%
Median NAP
40%
** denotes significant improvement from baseline to intervention (p ≤ 0.05)
Social-communicative Behaviors.
Bob. When examining the effect size on social-communicative behaviors, large
effects were found for phase 5 of intervention, phase 4 and 5 generalization probes, and
intervention and generalization maintenance assessments in comparison to baseline.
Weak effects were found for all of other comparisons except for phase 1 generalization,
which showed medium effects.
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Table 21
NAP Effect Size Estimates and Phase Comparisons for Social-Communicative
Behaviors: Bob
Social-communicative Outcomes: Bob
Intervention
NAP score Generalization
NAP score
BL-Phase 1
BL-Phase 1
26.67%
66.67%
BL-Phase 2
BL-Phase 2
0%
0%
BL-Phase 3
BL-Phase 3
15%
0%
BL-Phase 4
BL-Phase 4
65%
100%
BL-Phase 5
BL-Phase
5
96.67%
100%
BL-Maintenance 93.33%
BL-Maintenance 100%
Median NAP
45.83%
Median NAP
83.33%
** denotes significant improvement from baseline to intervention (p ≤ 0.05)
Lucy. Weak effects on Lucy’s social-communicative behaviors were found for all
intervention and generalization probe comparisons except for phase 3 generalization,
which showed medium effects. However, comparisons between baseline and
intervention maintenance assessment and generalization maintenance assessment
revealed large effects.
Table 22
NAP Effect Size Estimates and Phase Comparisons for Social-Communicative
Behaviors: Lucy
Social-communicative Outcomes: Lucy
Intervention
NAP score Generalization
NAP score
BL-Phase 1
BL-Phase 1
16.67%
33.33%
BL-Phase 2
BL-Phase 2
23.81%
0%
BL-Phase 3
BL-Phase 3
45.83%
66.67%
BL-Phase 4
BL-Phase 4
57.41%
n/a
BL-Maintenance 100%
BL-Maintenance 100%
Median NAP
45.83%
Median NAP
50%
** denotes significant improvement from baseline to intervention (p ≤ 0.05)
Josh. Phase 3 generalization showed to have large effects on Josh’s socialcommunicative behaviors compared to baseline. Intervention phases 4 and 5 as well as
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phase 5 generalization demonstrated medium effects. Weak effects were seen for all
other comparisons.
Table 23
NAP Effect Size Estimates and Phase Comparisons for Social-Communicative
Behaviors: Josh
Social-communicative Outcomes: Josh
Intervention
NAP score Generalization
NAP score
BL-Phase 1
BL-Phase 1
27.78%
12.5%
BL-Phase 2
BL-Phase
2
26.67%
12.5%
BL-Phase 3
BL-Phase 3
62.96%
100%
BL-Phase 4
BL-Phase 4
86.11%
50%
BL-Phase 5
BL-Phase 5
92.59%
75%
BL-Maintenance 55.56%
BL-Maintenance 25%
Median NAP
59.26%
Median NAP
37.5%
** denotes significant improvement from baseline to intervention (p ≤ 0.05)
Phillip. For Phillip, intervention phases 3 and 4 as well as all generalization
probes in all phases were shown to have large effects on his social-communicative
behaviors. These large effects were also seen on both intervention and generalization
maintenance assessments. Medium effects were seen for phase 2 while weak effects
were demonstrated for his phase 1 comparison.
Table 24
NAP Effect Size Estimates and Phase Comparisons for Social-Communicative
Behaviors: Phillip
Social-communicative Outcomes: Phillip
Intervention
NAP score Generalization
NAP score
BL-Phase 1
BL-Phase 1
45.51%
100%
BL-Phase 2
BL-Phase 2
88.03%
100%
BL-Phase 3
BL-Phase 3
96.15%
100%
BL-Phase 4
BL-Phase 4
100%**
n/a
BL-Maintenance 100%**
BL-Maintenance 100%
Median NAP
96.15%**
Median NAP
100%**
** denotes significant improvement from baseline to intervention (p ≤ 0.05)
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Social Validity
A subjective survey was administered to the parents and therapists of the
participants via a modified Treatment Acceptability Rating Form – Revised (TARF-R;
Reimers & Wacker, 1988). The survey consisted of twelve Likert-type questions and two
open-ended questions. The purpose of the survey was to receive feedback regarding the
treatment’s effectiveness, acceptability, satisfaction, and possible limitations.
Four parents and five therapists completed the questionnaire. From these
collected surveys, 100% of parents thought using the iPad software was “very
advantageous” over low technology options. Also, 100% of the parents and therapists
thought that the intervention strategies were “likely” to “very likely” to make permanent
improvements with the child’s communication. Furthermore, 100% of respondents
thought the intervention strategies were “acceptable” to “very acceptable” and were
“willing” to “very willing” to implement the strategies at home or in their activities.
Tables 25, 26, and 27 summarize all of the responses.
Overall, the information collected from the social validity questionnaire suggests
the parents and therapists were satisfied with the intervention and perceived the iPad
application to be feasible for implementation in home or therapy activities. Parent
responses indicated that they felt the intervention strategies would permanently improve
their child’s “serious” to “very serious” communication difficulties.

Table 25
Summary of Social Validity Questionnaire (TARF-R)-Ratings: Parent Results

Parent Results
Questionnaire Items

Parent’s Rating

Percent of
Respondents (n=4)

Understanding of intervention strategies

“very clear”*
“clear”*

50%
50%

Acceptability of intervention strategies

“very acceptable”*
“acceptable”

75%
25%

Expected ease of learning to implement the intervention strategies

“very easy”*
“easy”*

50%
50%

Willingness to implement intervention strategies at home

“very willing”*
“willing”

75%
25%

Additional time needed for implementing strategies

“little time”
“little-moderate amount
of time”*
“moderate amount of
time”

25%
50%

“very reasonable”*
“reasonable”*

50%
50%

Practicality of strategies given the child’s communication problems

25%
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Table 25 Continued
Advantages of using the iPad software over low technology options

“very advantageous”*

100%

Expected general limitations in using the iPad with the software

“not at all likely”
“neutral”*

25%
75%

Likeliness of strategies to make permanent improvements with
communication

“very likely”*
“likely”*

50%
50%

Seriousness of child’s communication difficulties

“very serious”*
“serious”

75%
25%

Extent of undesirable side-effects from intervention strategies

“no side-effects”
“no-some side-effects”*

25%
75%

Overall positive effects on child’s communicative behaviors

“many effects observed”
“somewhat-many”
“somewhat”*

25%
25%
50%

* denotes most common respondent choice
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Table 26
Summary of Social Validity Questionnaire (TARF-R)-Ratings: Therapist Results
Therapist Results
Questionnaire Items

Therapist’s
Rating

Percent of
Respondents (n=5)

“very clear”*
“clear”

60%
40%

Acceptability of intervention strategies

“very acceptable”
“acceptable”*
“neutral”

20%
60%
20%

Expected ease of learning to implement the intervention strategies

“very easy”*
“easy”

80%
20%

Willingness to implement intervention strategies in your activities

“very willing”
“willing”*

20%
80%

Time needed for implementing strategies

“little time needed”*
“little-moderate time”
“moderate time”*

40%
20%
40%

Practicality of strategies given the child’s communication problems

“very reasonable”
“reasonable”*
“neutral”

20%
60%
20%

Advantages of using the iPad software over low technology options

“very advantageous”*
“advantageous”

60%
40%
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Understanding of intervention strategies

Table 26 Continued
Expected general limitations in using the iPad with the software

“neutral”*

100%

Likeliness of strategies to make permanent improvements with
communication

“likely”*

100%

Seriousness of child’s communication difficulties

“very serious”
“serious”*
“neutral”

20%
60%
20%

Extent of undesirable side-effects from intervention strategies

“no side-effects”*
“some-no side-effects”*
“some side-effects”

40%
40%
20%

Overall positive effects on child’s communicative behaviors

“somewhat-many
effects”*
“somewhat”
“somewhat-no effects”*

40%
20%
40%

* denotes most common respondent choice
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Table 27
Summary of Social Validity Questionnaire (TARF-R)-Qualitative Comments

Parent Comments
“He is more talkative than before.”
“He asks for more things and less meltdowns.”
“Doing an extra study with it being used at home would be good too.”
Therapist Comments
“It helped him express himself.”
“Let us know what he wanted.”
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION

The results of this study will be interpreted regarding clinical impressions as well
as research implications in light of the current state of the literature. Limitations of the
study will also be discussed. Directions for future research and clinical implications will
be explicated as well.
Interpretation of Results
Requesting
Clinical Impressions. All participants’ results demonstrated a significant
difference from baseline to their last phase of mastery except for Phillip. Only two
sessions were necessary to meet the mastery criterion for phase 3, and Phillip achieved
mastery in the first two sessions of this phase. He was penalized for this quick mastery
for data analysis purposes as there were not enough data points for an accurate statistical
comparison. Three data points were required for the maintenance assessment.
Accordingly, a statistical significance was found for the comparison of Phillip’s
requesting results for the maintenance assessment of phase 3 in comparison to baseline
because there were enough data points to appropriately reflect his achievement in the
calculation.
Lucy, Josh, and Phillip did not demonstrate large effects on requesting during
phase 2 of intervention. Moreover, phase 2 took the longest to master for Bob, Lucy, and
Phillip. These results likely occurred because of the shift in requirements of this phase in
comparison to phase 1. Phase 2 increases the executive functioning demands of the child.
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The participant’s distance is increased from both the device and the therapist. The child
has to retrieve the iPad in the room, take it to the therapist across the room, and then
activate the device in order to receive the reinforcement item. This increased physical
demand was especially difficult for Lucy because of her motor deficits. In addition,
Phillip’s severe repetitive and restrictive sensory-seeking behaviors were an obstacle for
him during a non-table oriented activity. For all participants, the change in routine and
environment of phase 2 resulted in some initial noncompliance and problem behaviors
until the participants adjusted to the new routine.
Similarly, Josh’s phase 1 requesting results were impacted by his problem
behaviors that resulted from the change in routine. He took the longest to master phase 1
because his daily therapy activities typically were not done at a table unlike this
intervention phase. Visual inspection of Josh’s requesting results reveal a fluctuation in
performance before achieving mastery. These results reflect Josh’s improvement in
behaviors as he got used to therapists and treatment and the intervention became a new
routine for him.
Half of the participants were unable to master phase 4 of intervention.
Accordingly, the two participants who did not reach mastery did not show statistically
significant or large effects on requesting for this phase. Phase 4 introduces additional
fine motor movement requirements as the child is required to drag and drop two symbols
and then reactivate each symbol in the sentence. The child is also prompted to attempt
natural speech production. This phase’s cognitive and fine motor requirements may have
been too advanced for these two participants at this time.
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Research Implications. The resulting effects on requesting of this study are
consistent with previous research on the low technology PECS (Flippin et al., 2010; Tien,
2008). It also supports the emerging literature that is using PECS as an instructional
format to teach SGD’s and mobile technology (Boesch et al., 2013a; King et al., 2014;
Schlosser, n.d.; Waddington et al., 2014). Furthermore, this study’s results contributed
additional information on this instructional framework and its effects on requesting.
Half of the participants of this study were not able to master beyond phase 3 of
intervention. There is currently not much support in the literature for the later phases of
PECS (Ganz, Davis, Lund, Goodwyn, & Simpson, 2012). This lack of support may be
because children hardly master beyond phase 3 (Hart & Banda, 2010; King et al., 2014;
Tincani & Devis, 2011). For example, phase 4 provokes confusion and frustration for
some learners as it requires them to combine an “I want” symbol with the item symbol to
perform the same functional request they were previously able to make with just the
object symbol (Williams & Marra, 2011).
A potential solution for the difficulties that some experience in phase 4 may be to
teach the use of two picture symbols by following the semantic relationships
development model of typically developing children. This model teaches the meaning
that the additional symbol adds instead of just expanding the length of the child’s
utterance (Williams & Marra, 2011). Nevertheless, the results of this study demonstrate
that it is definitely possible for some children from this population to achieve mastery
through phase 5, as 2 out of the 4 participants achieved such mastery with the current
protocol.
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The results of this study also reveal that there is a generalization effect, which
previous studies did not investigate. A common criticism of behavioral approaches in
language learning is often the lack of a generalization aspect. Generalization is also
considered a core deficit in autism (Church et al., 2015). However, this study
demonstrated that even though the participants were learners with severe autism, they
still could generalize effects in all mastered intervention phases. The participants were
exposed to untrained toy stimuli and had up to three different therapists. Thus, they
demonstrated such generalization effects across stimuli as well as communication
partners.
The results of this study also validate the PECS behavioral approach as an
instructional framework to teach requesting to this population. Previous research has
supported that the PECS framework based on the ABA learning principal is how
individuals with ASD learn AAC in general (Matson & Neal, 2009; Charlop-Christy et
al., 2002; Waddington et al., 2014; Achmadi et al., 2012). Beneficial ABA elements of
this instructional framework include breaking tasks down into trials, prompting as
needed, and using reinforcement and error correction methods.
Another benefit of this instructional framework is its initial use of requesting to
teach the child to communicate using the AAC device. In typically developing children,
requesting is an early form of communication (Shane et al., 2015). Accordingly,
individuals are motivated to learn this functional communication because of its desirable
results (Reichle & Sigafoos, 1991). This substantial motivation generally leads to rapid
success and reduction in frustration as the learner discovers the effectiveness of
functional communication (Shane et al., 2015). This study extends these claims
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regarding the PECS instructional framework to another modality of AAC, mobile
technology, while also supporting the findings of King and colleagues (2014).
Natural Speech Production
Clinical Impressions. Three out of the four participants showed significant
increases of natural speech production during phase 4 of intervention. This increase
likely occurred because of the speech prompt incorporated into this phase. Accordingly,
when this prompt is taken away in phase 5 and maintenance assessment, the participants
did not maintain these increases in natural speech production.
The participant who did not demonstrate these speech effects in phase 4 did
attempt to respond to the therapist’s speech prompt. His response was a blowing oral
motor movement, but he did not vocalize. In general, his vocalizations were observed to
increase across phases. However, because these vocalizations did not fall under the
operational definition for intentional-related natural speech production, they were not
coded nor reflected in the data analysis.
In addition to phase 4, Josh also showed an increase in natural speech production
during phase 2 of intervention before a decrease back to 0 during phase 3. In phase 2,
Josh spontaneously named some reinforcement items while still across the room from the
trainer. These occurrences may have been caused by the increase in distance and
consequential time delay from the reinforcement item and trainer during this phase.
Previous research has supported time delay as a contributing factor to increased speech
production (Charlop-Christy et al., 2002; Flippin et al., 2010; Preston & Carter, 2009;
Tincani, Crozier, & Alazetta, 2006). Accordingly, Josh’s natural speech production
decreased when this distance and time delay was removed during phase 3 as the items
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were again presented at the table like in phase 1. Natural speech production effects did
not reoccur in intervention phases until the trainer prompted him in phase 4.
All of Josh’s generalization probes revealed large effects on natural speech
production. These effects likely occurred because Josh preferred toys over food. This
correlation also explains why Josh may have maintained the large effects for the
generalization maintenance probe that used toys but not the intervention maintenance
assessment probes that used food.
Phillip demonstrated fluctuations in natural speech production effects from
baseline through phase 3 until prompts were given in phase 4. This fluctuation may have
been impacted by Phillip’s inconsistent moods. On days when Phillip was alert and in a
pleasant mood, his performance was higher than days when he appeared fatigued. The
speed of his sessions was impacted by this factor as well.
Research Implications. The natural speech production results of this study are
consistent with previous literature. In most studies, the gain in speech is modest
(Schlosser & Wendt, 2008; Boesch, 2013b). This variable is still important to target
during intervention, however. The literature has shown that children with ASD that do
not acquire spoken language by the age of five are unlikely to ever acquire it (TagerFlusberg et al., 2005). Given that, 25-30% of children with ASD will be nonverbal or
minimally verbal when they begin Kindergarten (Anderson et al., 2007). Picket and
colleagues’ (2009) comprehensive review demonstrated that children with ASD that do
acquire language after the age of 5 typically acquire it between the ages of 5 and 7 years
old. Some acquire language during later ages, including as late as 12 and 13 years old
(Picket et al., 2009; Gordon, 2010). There is not a singular explanation for why some
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children with ASD do not acquire spoken language. However, some contributing factors
may include deficits in oral motor skills, abilities to imitate sounds and simple
movements, response to joint attention, nonverbal cognitive abilities, and social
motivation (Tager-Flusberg & Kasari, 2013). The general prognosis results of this study
are, therefore, promising in a way that three out of the four participants of this study
made gains in the later phases at the ages of 4 and 7 years old.
These results also support that AAC does not prevent natural speech from
developing or occurring. There is also a consistent pattern that when speech is targeted in
more direct speech elicitation, as in phase 4, clinically, we see improvements. Therefore,
we may conclude that the protocol in its current form may not be sufficient to lead to
speech production automatically. The protocol may need to be revised to target speech
more directly, if the child’s clinical goal is to facilitate speech acquisition. In such a
scenario, the therapist should begin prompting for natural speech production earlier than
phase 4 of the protocol. An additional facilitation strategy would be to include a prompt
delay. This delay places time between when the child makes the request with the device
and when the reinforcement item is provided. Positive natural speech effects were noted
with such a delay with Josh in phase 2 as well as in previous research that included this
aspect in their requesting training protocol (Carbone, Sweeney-Kerwin, Attanasio, &
Kasper, 2010; Tincani et al., 2006).
Social-communicative Behaviors
Clinical Impressions. All participants’ social-communicative behaviors
decreased from baseline to phase 1 of intervention. This decrease likely occurred
because they were orienting to the treatment and device and were less focused on the
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therapist. As the intervention became a part of their routine, increases were seen.
Throughout the study, this variable was also contingent on the participants’ states, such
as mood, fatigue, personal life changes, and health changes.
Overall, most improvements occurred towards the end of the treatment. All
participants demonstrated an increase in effect size during phase 4 of intervention. In
phase 4, the therapist and participant read the sentence aloud together. This interactive
aspect may have caused an increased rapport between the participant and therapist
resulting in an increase in social-communicative behaviors.
For three out of the four participants, large effects were noted during the
maintenance assessment of the social-communicative behaviors. The fourth participant
did not demonstrate this effect because his behaviors were often directed towards the
familiar data collectors instead of his therapist, who was newly assigned to him. Only
behaviors directed toward the therapist were counted based on the variable’s operational
definition. Therefore, the effect size is not reflective of the social-communicative
behaviors that this participant demonstrated when seated in a group for snack and play
time during his phase 5 maintenance assessments.
Research Implications. Previous research has shown mixed and inconclusive
results in regards to the PECS protocol’s effects on social-communicative behaviors. A
study by Boesch and colleagues (2013b) noted a pattern of social behavior increases
during phase 2 of intervention with less behaviors present in phases 1 and 3. In this
study, increases in phase 2 were noted for two of the participants and further increases
occurred in phase 3. The other two participants demonstrated decreases from phase 1 to
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phase 2 and subsequent increases beginning in phase 3. Therefore, Boesch and
colleagues (2013b) pattern was not replicated in this study.
A study by Charlop-Christy and colleagues (2002) demonstrated increases in
social-communicative behaviors following PECS training. All three participants in the
study showed increases in joint attention. Previous researchers have noted a positive
correlation between joint attention and communication in children with ASD as well
(Mundy, Sigman, & Kasari, 1990). Schlosser’s (n.d.) systematic review demonstrated
that the few studies that examined social communication and SGDs found them to be
effective in improving such skills as well. As three of the four participants of this study
demonstrated large effects on social-communicative behaviors in their maintenance
assessments and all demonstrated general increases as they progressed into later phases,
this study supports this literature and extends its claims to a mobile technology solution.
This study’s positive effects noted in regards to the interactive aspect of phase 4
may demonstrate potential for revisions to the current protocol to specifically target this
measure. If the therapist is monotonously administering the intervention without fun and
engaging elements, then the participant is not likely to demonstrate positive affection.
The therapist must be engaging in order to strongly promote this behavior’s increase.
One way for the therapist to be more engaging would be to add verbal praise and positive
affect when the child appropriately requests the stimulus item. This would increase the
reinforcement effect as well as create a connection for the child between positive affect
and praise and a correct response. Moreover, to increase the likelihood of joint attention
and eye contact, the therapist could hold the reinforcement item next to his/her face.
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A blended, adaptive treatment design with SGDs, an iPad and Dynavox, studied
by Kasari and colleagues (2014) demonstrated that direct teaching of socialcommunicative behaviors improves spontaneous communication. This treatment directly
taught joint attention, symbolic play, and social use of language in a child-preferred
naturalistic play activity as well as included parent participation. These findings may
imply that adding such aspects to the protocol used in this study may promote stronger
effects on the variables.
Ultimately, the results of this study demonstrate that social-communicative
behaviors need to be directly targeted for stronger improvements to occur. They will not
automatically increase with the current intervention protocol. The results also show that
social-communicative behaviors of the participants are dependent on the child’s fluency
with the device and the rapport with the therapist.
Limitations
Though interobserver agreement and treatment integrity results revealed high
internal validity, there were limitations to the study. These limitations will be discussed
in regards to research design and procedures, other possible confounding variables, and
data analysis.
Research Design and Procedures
To further the systematic evaluation of the effects on the participants’
communication profiles, more pre- and post- standardized assessments could have been
performed. Such assessments especially in the areas of speech and social-communicative
behaviors would have enhanced the analysis of the intervention’s effects as well as the
clinical picture of the improvement noted. The ADOS-2 Module 1 was given pre- and
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post- treatment as it provides standardized measures of communicative and behavioral
areas typical of children with ASD. Although this measure provided comparative data
for these outcomes, there were limitations to it as well.
The ADOS-2 may not have been sensitive enough to detect changes in its
measures over a given period of time. Also, there was potential for bias in the
administration and scoring of the ADOS-2 during post-intervention assessment. Practice
effects that occur from taking the same test multiple times have been shown to increase
the likelihood of improving the test takers score (Kaufman, 2013). At the same time,
familiarity may have caused negative effects on some participants’ scores. For example,
the participant may have shown less interest in the toys used for assessment because they
were no longer novel objects. One participant, Bob, associated the examiner and room
with the iPad post-intervention. Therefore, he was less interested in the toys and
frequently requested for the iPad by using a manual sign throughout the assessment. This
distraction potentially negatively impacted his scores on categories that analyzed how he
interacted with certain objects in the room based on the test’s standards.
Another possible bias was the increased familiarity of the participants and test
administrators post-intervention. For example, the participant may have been more social
with the administrator because he/she is now a familiar person after seeing the child for
several sessions. The examiner likely had gotten used to the participants’ behaviors and
signals due to interaction over time as well.
Similarly, the treatment interventionist may have influenced treatment effects on
the participants. Even though all therapists were trained to implement the protocol
identically, the therapists still varied in how they implemented the protocol because of
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differences in personality and length of child assignment. The ABA therapists rotated
with the children. The children were exposed to up to 4 different therapist rotations by
the end of the data collection period, not including substitutes who were only assigned to
the child temporarily. Therapists who were assigned to a child for a long period of time
displayed more familiarity with protocol and better ability to follow it precisely.
Therapists who were only assigned to the child for a day or week did not display such
knowledge. Personality effects of the trainer on the child’s results were also noted. For
example, a more enthusiastic trainer may smile at the child more, speak with more
intonation, and administer the protocol at a different speed.
Differences in therapist personality and length of time assigned to that child
impacted how the child related to them. At times, the child’s rapport was better with the
research team than the interventionist due to the child’s familiarity with researchers.
Therefore, the child would express more social affect to the researchers than the therapist.
However, social affect not directed to the therapist did not count in data collection, which
made the child appear less social in the results than they were in reality.
Other Confounding Variables
The narrow, specific definition of variables may have impacted results as well.
Analyses were only performed on the participants’ intentional-related natural speech
production. Therefore, only related whole word utterances or word approximations were
used. For research purposes, this strict definition was used for analyses to collect valid
and reliable data. However, for clinical purposes, data on the client’s increase in
vocalizations used as meaningful utterances to request may be beneficial information to
analyze as well.
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The broad examination of the participants’ social-communicative behaviors
acquired by lumping the three behaviors of joint attention, eye contact, and social affect
together may have influenced results, also. This raw picture automatically presents a
higher likelihood of success. At the same time, due to children’s variable strengths and
weaknesses, it is not uncommon in the literature to have such a compound measure
(Boesch et al. 2013b; Charlop-Christy et al., 2002). A more fine grained analysis of the
individual social-communicative behavior variables would provide a deeper
understanding, however.
Responses to the social validity measure seemed impacted by the degree of
parental involvement (Jinnah & Walters, 2008). There was potential for bias if a parent
withdrew from the agency. Thus, the survey was limited to parents that continued to stay
at the clinic at the time of distribution. Moreover, parent involvement is a viable future
direction to add to the intervention protocol. Social validity in combination with the
participants’ results suggest internal validity is high and has very good generality to
individuals with similar profiles. However, external validity is somewhat limited as
typical for single subject design due to the heterogeneity within the subsample.
Data Analyses
A single subject design generates fewer data points by nature. Accordingly, it is
statistically complicated to analyze. Many parametric assumptions are not met due to this
limitation, and these assumptions preclude more fine-grained analyses (e.g., regressions,
equation-based statistics, and linear modeling). The statistical analyses and effect size
analyses that were possible to run were still impacted by the quantity of the data at times
as well. For example, Bob’s natural speech production NAP for the generalization
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probes in phase 1 and 5 compared to baseline suggested large effects. These effect size
results are not clinically significant when his raw data for this measure is examined,
however.
Calculating statistics and effects sizes for generalization probes presented
problems, also. Only one generalization probe was collected at the end of each phase.
This provided too few data points needed for proper calculation and comparison for the
analyses equation. Therefore, the effect size and statistics may be different than what the
visual analysis demonstrates. For example, Lucy’s social-communicative behaviors are
noted as having large effects during the intervention and generalization maintenance
assessments only. However, when looking at her graphed data, there appears to be a
strong, positive trend seen beginning in phase 3 to the maintenance phase, with
maintenance being the clearest difference from baseline.
Generalization probes were not taken in phase 4 for Lucy or Phillip because they
did not master this phase. Generalization effects were seen for Josh’s natural speech
production in this phase. Thus, the lack of generalization data collected in this phase for
the remaining two participants that demonstrated natural speech production effects during
this phase, Lucy and Phillip, limited the conclusions that could be drawn on the
generalization of the natural speech production effects for the participants overall.
Conclusions
Based on the results and limitations of this study, there are several potential future
research directions. One potential direction is to refine the modified PECS protocol used
in this study to target natural speech production and social-communicative behaviors
directly. Another investigation would be to investigate the protocol in combination with
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the iPad specific application’s effects on vocalizations in young children instead of only
intentional-related full word utterances or word approximations. Also, future research
could divide the social-communicative behaviors’ measures into their separate categories
and replicate the analysis for each individual measure (e.g., eye contact, joint attention,
and social affect).
More pre- and post-standardized assessments could be included to provide further
information on these effects as well such as The Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales 2nd
edition. The ADOS-2 post-assessment results of this study hint at improvement in
problem behaviors and related symptoms. Therefore, future research could examine the
potential side-effects on decreasing problem behaviors (e.g., stereotypical behaviors,
mannerisms, verbal stereotypies) while training functional communication. The social
validity results of this study indicated parent satisfaction on the treatment and iPad
application. Accordingly, the protocol could be updated to include parents more.
Including a home-based parent aspect to the protocol would enable investigation of
generalization across settings as well.
Overall, the current study showed the strongest effects on functional
communication. These results confirmed previous studies results (Boesch et al., 2013a;
King et al., 2014; Schlosser, n.d.; Waddington et al., 2014). The natural speech
production results of this study refute the myth that AAC prevents speech. However,
clinicians should not have large expectations for effects on natural speech production
when indirectly targeted with this current protocol. This study also demonstrated no
negative effects on social-communicative behavior, but additional protocol revisions are
necessary for more significant positive effects.
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As half of the participants were able to master through phase 5 of intervention,
results of this study show that it is not impossible for some young children with
moderate-severe ASD to get into these later phases. This study also demonstrated that,
when stimuli are chosen appropriately, generalization is possible for this population to
achieve and should be targeted as this is a typical deficit area in ASD as well as a key
part of language learning.
In regards to evidence-based practice, the results of this study provide much
needed evidence on the effectiveness of mobile solutions (i.e., the iPad tabled in
combination with the application). At the same time, it is key to understand that for this
mobile solution to be effective, the therapist cannot merely put the technology application
in front of the learner (Wendt & Miller, 2014). Instead, a strong instructional approach
must be used by the therapist to implement the application. The therapist should also
modify that approach and fine tune the protocol to the specific characteristics of the
learner and their specific therapy goals. For example, if the child’s therapy goal includes
natural speech production, then this aspect should be directly targeted beginning in phase
1 of intervention instead of waiting for the prompting in phase 4 of the current protocol.
In addition, if the child’s therapy goal is joint attention, the reinforcement item could be
held close to the therapist’s face to aid facilitation of this skill.
In conclusion, the results of this study support and extend the previous research
on the effects of iPad tablets with software in combination with an instructional protocol.
The combination used for this study demonstrated significant increases in functional
communication as well as positive effects on natural speech production and socialcommunicative behaviors. These results are promising for clinical implementation with
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other early elementary age children with severe, nonverbal autism. This study’s results
are stimulating for potential areas of future research as well.
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Appendix A: SPEAKall! Menus
Bob: Phase 5 Menus
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Lucy: Phase 3 Menus
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Josh: Phase 5 Menus
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Phillip: Phase 3 Menus
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Appendix B: Modified PECS Protocol
Phase

Title

iPad

Reinforcer
Inventory

Because PECS instruction involves teaching spontaneous requests, the trainer
must first know what the child wants. The trainer can offer the child objects
and observe the child’s actions to determine which items the child prefers.
Then, the trainer should systematically offer the items in order to determine a
hierarchy of preferences.
Each session includes 20 trials, divided into 4 sets of 5 subtrials with the same
reinforcer (preferred item). The trainer will hold up 2 reinforcers and allow the
child to select one. The selected reinforcer will be used for the next 5 trials.
This brief preference assessment will be conducted 4 times (prior to the 1st, 6th,
11th, and 16th trial) during each phase. The child will have an opportunity to
select the same reinforcer no more than 2 times in a row. If a reinforcer is
selected twice consecutively, on the 3rd preference assessment, the trainer will
present 2 new reinforcers.

0

Baseline

This is the phase before treatment starts. During baseline, trainer 1 will place
the iPad in close proximity to the child so that the child could activate the iPad
to produce the correct response. The iPad will display a graphic symbol for a
desired item in the selection area. Trainer 1 will entice the child with the
corresponding reinforcer/desired item (e.g. “look what I have/look what’s
here!”). This item can be presented on a tray or in a small container. If the
child reaches for or grabs for the item, this will count as an incorrect response
but trainer 1 will still provide the item to the child and say the item name. If
the child activates the graphic symbol on the iPad to produce a request, this
will count as a correct response (see details on recording form). If the child
does not make any attempt to obtain the desired item within 10 seconds, this
will be counted as an incorrect response and trainer 1 will proceed to the next
trial. Reinforcer preferences will be reassessed every 5 trials. A baseline
session will include 20 trials.

1

Physical
exchange

This is an early learning period where the child will use a single graphic
symbol. The child will be prompted to select this graphic symbol on the iPad
screen and activate it on the sentence strip. The communicative partner will
then give the desired item to the child who is allowed to consume or interact
with the item for several seconds.
Specific Procedures:
(1.1) The iPad device (with a graphic symbol for a desired item on the
selection area) will be placed in front of the child. Trainer 1 will entice the
child with a preferred item from across the table. If the child reaches for the
item, trainer 2 will provide prompting for activating the graphic symbol on the
sentence strip. This prompting will fade out over time. Once the sentence
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strip is activated, trainer 1 will give the desired item to the child and say the
item name. Trainer 1 will give the child time to consume or interact with the
preferred item and then will press the return button to start a new trial.
Communication partners will switch as the child makes progress. Overall
mastery criterion: Child independently produces correct response on iPad with
80% accuracy for 2 consecutive sessions across 2 communicative partners and
3 reinforcers.

2

Expanding
spontaneity

The major goal of this phase is to enhance communicative spontaneity. The
main component in communicative spontaneity is that the child will persist
when no reaction to the initial attempt is given. The child will learn to reach
farther or to walk to the communicative partner.
Specific Procedures:
(2.1.1) The iPad will be placed in front of the child. Trainer 1 will entice the
child with a preferred item from halfway across the room. If the child moves
toward the item, trainer 2 will provide prompting for picking up the iPad,
moving close to trainer 1, and activating the device in front of trainer 1.
Mastery Criterion: Child independently travels to trainer 1 from halfway
across the room and activates the graphic symbol on the sentence strip for 2
consecutive trials.
(2.1.2) The child will have to travel the full length of the room with the iPad
and activate the device in front of trainer 1. Mastery criterion: Child
independently travels to trainer 1 across the full length of the room and
activates the graphic symbol on the sentence strip for 2 consecutive trials.
(2.2.1) The distance between the child and the iPad will increase to ½ the
length of the room with trainer 1 situated close to the child. Mastery criterion:
Child independently retrieves iPad and returns to trainer 1 to activate the
graphic symbol on the sentence strip for 2 consecutive trials.
(2.2.2) The distance between the child, the iPad, and trainer 1 will increase to
the full length of the room. Mastery criterion: Child independently retrieves
iPad and moves toward trainer 1 to activate the graphic symbol on the
sentence strip for 2 consecutive trials.
(2.3.1) Trainer 1 will be “unavailable” during the child’s first attempt at
coming close with the iPad to make a request (e.g. trainer 1 will engage in
conversation with someone else, avoid eye contact, or turn back towards
child). The child has to make a strong effort to seek proximity to trainer 1,
gain the attention of trainer 1, and, if necessary, activate the iPad several
times. Mastery criterion: Child independently retrieves iPad, moves toward
trainer 1, and gains the attention of trainer 1 to activate the graphic symbol on
the sentence strip for 2 consecutive trials.
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Overall phase criterion: 80% accuracy for 2 consecutive sessions across 2
communicative partners and 3 different reinforcers.
Another goal is to have the child seek out the communicative partner when he
or she is not in the room. Additional prompts, such as expectant looks,
gestural cues, or eye gazes must be eliminated to enhance spontaneity. This
should be done in different environments, with different trainers, across
different activities, and with a variety of reinforcing items.

3

Picture
The child will be taught to discriminate between three or more graphic
discrimination symbols of desired items. The child is seated at the table across from trainer
1. The trainer continues to do preference assessments every 5 trials.
Specific Procedures
(3.1) Discrimination – preferred vs. distracter
Reinforcer check and distracter identification: Prior to the beginning of this
phase, the trainer will hold up 2 reinforcers and allow the child to select one
(as outlined above). The trainer will also identify a distracter item (e.g., a nonfood item such as a sock or tissue), and present the preferred and distracter
items as a pair to the child to ensure the distractor is not chosen.
The child is enticed with a preferred item and a distracter item. Graphic
symbols for both are placed in the selection area of the iPad screen. The child
is enticed to pick from the preferred item and distracter item and place the
graphic symbol for one on the sentence strip. If the child chooses the symbol
for the preferred item, trainer 1 will provide immediate verbal feedback
(“That’s right”) and hand the item to the child. If the child chooses the
distracter item, no social feedback is provided and trainer 1 will provide the
distracter. If the child reacts negatively when provided with the distracter,
trainer 1 will use a 4-step error correction for selecting the preferred item
(refer to the Error Correction Cheat Sheet or pg. 385 of the PECS training
manual). Mastery criterion: Child selects the graphic symbol for the preferred
item and activates it on the sentence strip for 2 consecutive trials.
Trainer 1 will press the “return and shuffle” button prior to beginning each
trial and the locations of preferred and distracter item will be randomly
altered. This is to avoid graphic symbols and corresponding items being
visually aligned or paired in any way.
(3.2) Discrimination – preferred vs. non-preferred
Reinforcer check and non-preferred item identification: The preferred item
from subphase 3.1 can remain if there were less than 5 trials; if not, the trainer
will do another preference assessment to identify a new reinforcer.
Afterwards, the trainer will choose a similar, but non-preferred item (e.g., food
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snack child does not like). This item must not be part of the initial reinforcer
repertoire. The non-preferred item and one of the preferred items will be
presented to the child to confirm that it is non-preferred. This procedure will
be repeated until the non-preferred item is rejected two times in a row. Lastly,
the non-preferred item is presented with the first (preferred) item to rule out its
preference. The child should pick the initially preferred item.
The non-preferred item now replaces the distracter item and the same
procedures from sub-phase 3.1 will be followed. Mastery criterion: Child
selects the graphic symbol for the preferred item and activates it on the
sentence strip for 2 consecutive trials.
Trainer 1 will press the “return and shuffle” button prior to beginning each
trial and the locations of preferred and non-preferred items will be randomly
altered.
(3.3) Discrimination – Two preferred items
Upon discrimination mastery between preferred and non-preferred graphic
symbols on the iPad, the child will be presented with two symbols of similar
preference along with the corresponding items.
Reinforcer check: Again, if the preferred item from the previous subphase had
been used for < 5 trials, this item can remain. If not, the trainer will hold up 2
new reinforcers and allow the child to select one. This procedure is repeated
with another pair of reinforcers to identify a second preferred item.
Trainer 1 will entice the child with the two reinforcers placed on a tray. After
the child makes a selection via the iPad, trainer 1 will do a correspondence
check by verbally prompting the child to take the selected item from the tray
(“Go ahead and take it”). If the child reaches for the item that does not
correspond with the selected graphic symbol, trainer 1 will block access to the
item and the 4-step error correction procedure will be implemented (refer to
the Error Correction Cheat Sheet or pg. 385 of the PECS training manual).
Mastery criterion: Child selects the graphic symbol for a reinforcer and selects
the corresponding preferred item for 2 consecutive trials.
Trainer 1 will press the “return and shuffle” button prior to beginning each
trial and the locations of the preferred items will be randomly altered. After 5
trials, reinforcers should be re-assessed consistently with previous procedures.
Any preferred item should not be used for more than 10 trials.
(3.4) Discrimination – Three preferred items
Reinforcer check: Preferred items from previous trials can remain if they had
been used for < 5 trials. To identify further preferred items, the trainer will
hold up 2 new reinforcers and allow the child to select one. This procedure is
repeated with another pair of reinforcers until three preferred items have been
identified.
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The three preferred items will be placed on a tray within the child’s line of
vision. The child will be enticed to make a request. After activation of the
graphic symbol, trainer 1 will continue to do a correspondence check as
described in sub-phase 3.3. Mastery criterion: Child selects the graphic
symbol for a reinforcer and selects the corresponding preferred item for 2
consecutive trials.
Trainer 1 will press the “return and shuffle” button prior to beginning each
trial and the locations of the three preferred items will be randomly altered. If
any one item is selected for a total of 10 trials, it will be eliminated and a new
preferred item will be identified using previous procedures.
(3.5) Discrimination – More than three preferred items
Following the procedures of subphase 3.4, a fourth, fifth, etc. item will be
introduced. Each time that the mastery criterion for discriminating within the
new item set is demonstrated, one more item will be added until the entire
pool of reinforcers is in use. The trainer continues to rearrange items, shuffle
graphic symbols, and do correspondence checks.
Mastery criterion before adding a new item/graphic symbol: Child activates a
graphic symbol and selects the corresponding preferred item for 2 consecutive
trials.
Any subsequent, new session will start with the last subphase that the child
had previously mastered.
Overall phase criterion: 80% correct for 2 consecutive sessions across 2
communicative partners and 3 (or more) reinforcers.

4

Sentence
structure

The child learns to add the “I want” symbol to the sentence strip on the iPad,
select the desired graphic symbol, and activate the sentence strip (“I want”
plus “ITEM”). The trainer then reads the sentence aloud with the child. A
pause is given between the “I want” and the “ITEM” to give the child an
opportunity to verbalize before the trainer delivers the requested item. If the
child says the item name during the delay, additional praise is given.
Specific Procedures:
Prior to starting this phase, the trainer will place the “I want” symbol plus
several symbols for desired items on the iPad selection screen.
(4.1) Adding reinforcer symbol to iPad: The trainer places the “I want”
symbol onto the sentence strip of the iPad. The child is then enticed to select
an item as items are brought in sight on a tray. The trainer will wait for the
child’s initiation (i.e., selecting a graphic symbol and activating the sentence
strip). In the beginning, the trainer will prompt the child as much as needed to
select the preferred item graphic symbol and then activate the sentence strip to
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speak the full sentence. The trainer does this by guiding the child’s hand or
finger to the preferred item graphic symbol, before moving the hand or finger
to activate the full sentence strip. The trainer responds by providing the item
and reading the sentence strip to the child one more time, pointing to each
symbol. During following trials the prompting is faded out so that the child
independently selects the reinforcer symbol on the device and makes one final
activation of “I want” plus “ITEM” independently.
Mastery criterion: Child independently selects the desired graphic symbol and
activates the sentence strip (without prompting) for 2 consecutive trials.
(4.2) Manipulating the “I want” symbol. The “I want” graphic symbol is
placed on the upper left hand corner of the iPad selection area. The child is
enticed to request a preferred item from all available preferred items on the
tray. In the beginning, the trainer provides minimal prompting as needed by
pointing to the “I want” symbol on the iPad. If the child attempts to access the
preferred item symbol first, the trainer will block access to it, point to the “I
want” symbol, and, if necessary, physically prompt the child’s hand or finger
to move the “I want” symbol onto the sentence strip. From there on the child
should be able to complete the sentence construction independently as in
Subphase 4.1 above. If that is not the case, the trainer will prompt as needed.
If the child at any time beats the prompt (i.e., selects the “I want” symbol
independently before the trainer starts to point), differential reinforcement is
given (e.g., extra praise or an extra item).
Once both graphic symbols are activated on the sentence strip, the trainer
responds by providing the item and reading the sentence with the child one
more time, pointing to each symbol as the sentence is spoken. If the child puts
the graphic symbols in the wrong order, the trainer will first pretend not to
understand and correct the order. This should serve as a natural cue for the
child. If not, and the child persists on incorrect order, the trainer uses
backward chaining to teach the correct sequence (refer to the Error Correction
Cheat Sheet or pg. 166 of the PECS training manual).
Mastery criterion: Child independently selects “I want” plus “ITEM” and the
chosen preferred symbol in order and activates them for 2 consecutive trials.
(4.3) Encourage speech while “reading” the device sentence strip. Similar
procedures to subphase 4.2 are used. The child should now be able to
independently select “I want” plus “ITEM” and activate both in correct order
on the iPad sentence strip. Before reading out the sentence, the trainer says,
“now you do it”: The trainer points to the “I want” symbol, reading “I want”,
then briefly pauses (~ 3 sec.) adding an expectant look to give the child a
chance to say the word. If the child does say the word, the trainer gives extra
praise and an extra item for differential reinforcement. If not, the trainer says
“you try ITEM NAME”, pauses briefly (~ 3 sec.) to give chance for the child
to imitate the word; if the child now produces/imitates (an approximation of)
the word, differential reinforcement is given; if the child still does not say the
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word, the trainer will finally provide the item repeating the model one last
time.
Mastery criterion: Same as above but ideally child will produce speech and
begin to talk. Speech production, however, is not mandatory. Child gets extra
praise if it occurs, but still gets reinforcer even if there is no speech. This
subphase continues for the remainder of the session.
If 4.2 was mastered in previous session then trainer starts here. The trainer
continues to do correspondence checks throughout this entire phase. If the
child reaches for an item that does not correspond with the selected graphic
symbol, the trainer will block access to the item and follow the 4-step error
correction procedure (refer to the Error Correction Cheat Sheet or pg. 385 of
the PECS training manual).
Any reinforcer that was used consecutively for 10 trials will be taken out to
enable learning other items.
Overall phase criterion: 80% correct for 3(!) consecutive sessions across 2
communicative partners and different reinforcers. To really encourage speech
production, mastery demands one additional session now.

5

“What do you
want?”

First, the child learns to respond to the question “What do you want?”. Later
on, spontaneous requesting is being targeted. The trainer sits across a table
from the child. Graphic symbols for several items and the “I want” symbol
are displayed on the iPad. A tray with the items is placed on the table.
Specific Procedures:
(5.A.1) Natural cue. The trainer starts by asking the question “What do you
want?” The trainer then immediately points to the “I want” symbol and
pauses. The child should select “I want” plus “ITEM.” The trainer reads the
sentence strip with the child one more time, as described above under
subphase 4.3.
Mastery criterion: Child independently activates “I want” plus “ITEM” two
times in a row.
(5.A.2) Delayed cue. The trainer starts again by asking “What do you want?”
Now, the trainer delays pointing to the “I want” symbol by 3 seconds. If the
child does not select “I want” during the delay, the trainer points to the
symbol. If the child beats the prompt, the trainer provides extra praise and an
extra desired item.
The trainer repeats the procedure and increases pause time by one or two
seconds. The prompting is faded out until the child responds independently.
At the end of each trial the trainer reads out the sentence strip with the child as
described under subphase 4.3.
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Mastery criterion: Child independently activates “I want” plus “ITEM”
without prompting two times in a row.
(5.A.3) Spontaneous requesting. During this subphase the child will learn
spontaneous requesting. Before the start of the session, a natural environment
will be set up such as a snack time or play time activity.
The trainer will engage the child in that activity (e.g., having snacks) and
provide opportunities for requesting (e.g., snacks on the table but out of
reach). Other communication partners can also engage in the activity, but must
not prompt the child. The trainer can entice the child by giving an expectant
look, but should not ask “What do you want?” The child should now request a
desired item spontaneously. As before, each trial ends with reading the
sentence strip with the child one last time as described under subphase 4.3.
Overall phase criterion: Child demonstrates responsive and spontaneous
requesting 80% of the time across 3 sessions in a row with at least two
different communication partners.

Appendix C: Event Recording Form
Participant: ________________

Date: __________________

Observer: _________________

Trainer: ___________________

Prompter: (phase I-II only) ______________

Phase: ____________________

Behavior Definition (in specific, observable, measurable terms):
Requesting (symbol), only record during baseline, phases I-III: within 10 s, activating corresponding graphic symbol on iPad by dragging onto iPad sentence strip. Requesting (speech), during
iPad fade-out: within 10 s, requesting the desired item via a clearly related word approximation or full word utterance.
DV1 - Requesting
Requesting (multiple symbols for sentence), record during baseline and phases IV-V: within 10 s, dragging “I want” plus “ITEM” onto sentence strip on iPad. Requesting (speech): within 10 s,
requesting the desired item via a clearly related approximation or full word utterance of “I want” plus “ITEM”.
***Both intentional and non-intentional verbalization/vocalization should be recorded during trials***
Non-intentional: verbalizations/vocalizations NOT intended to convey a meaningful message to the trainer (i.e., echolalia). Unintelligible words or any utterances that do not correspond with
reinforcers, the referent for the utterance is not present.
Intentional: verbalization/vocalizations intended to transmit a meaningful communicative message (i.e., to request, comment, refuse, or imitate); can include jargon or speech approximations. A
DV2 - Speech
word vocalization was recorded each time the participant made a sound clearly related to the item/reinforcer he was presented. A word approximation was recorded when the participant made an
utterance that was an intelligible approximation to the correct word, but was not precisely the accurate name of the requested item. An accurate word utterance is a complete and clearly
intelligible production of the item word.
Eye contact: looking at the trainer for at least 1 second following the activation of the graphic symbol.
Smiling: smiling/laughing in the direction of the communication partner.
DV3 – Social
Joint Attention: referential look between therapist and an object prior to activation of the graphic symbol.
* Preference assessment should be conducted every 5 trials.
Start:_______ End: _______ Total Duration: ______
** Each reinforcer should not be presented more than 10 trials.

Trials

Target behaviors
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

Total number
of behavior
occurred

Reinforcer
DV1: symbol
DV
2:

DV
3:

non-intent.
Intent. - unrelated
Intent.–related
requesting via
speech: approx. or
accurate word
Eye Contact
Smiling
Joint Attention
Notes:
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Appendix D: Preference Assessment Data Sheet
Preference Assessment Data Sheet
Name:

Rater:

Part I: Therapist interview
Relation with participant:
Foods:
(1)
(3)

Objects:

(2)

(4)
(6)

(5)

(1)
(3)

(2)

(4)
(6)

(5)

Part II: Trial Based Reinforcer Assessment
Food Stimuli: (1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
Each item should be presented in a counterbalanced order. Continue until each
stimulus has been presented 5 times (items approached above 80% are
considered preferred)
Trial Item:
+/Trial Item:
+/1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
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Stimuli (1) ___/5 = _____%
Stimuli (2) ___/5 = _____%
Stimuli (3) ___/5 = _____%
Stimuli (4) ___/5 = _____%
Stimuli (5) ___/5 = _____%
Stimuli (6) ___/5 = _____%
Object Stimuli: (1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
Each item should be presented in a counterbalanced order. Continue until each
stimulus has been presented 5 times (items approached above 80% are
considered preferred)
Trial Item:
+/Trial Item:
+/1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
Stimuli (1) ___/5 = _____%
Stimuli (2) ___/5 = _____%
Stimuli (3) ___/5 = _____%
Stimuli (4) ___/5 = _____%
Stimuli (5) ___/5 = _____%
Stimuli (6) ___/5 = _____%
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Appendix E: Social Validity Form
Treatment Acceptability Rating Form—Revised (TARF—R)
Rating*
1. How clear is your understanding of the intervention
(iPad with specialized software) implemented with your
child/client?

1

2

3

4

5

2. How acceptable do you find the intervention to be
regarding your concerns about your child/client?

1

2

3

4

5

3. To what extent do you think the iPad and software would
be easy for you to learn and implement?

1

2

3

4

5

4. How willing are you to implement the iPad with the
software at home/in your activities?

1

2

3

4

5

5. How much additional time outside of your regular
routine would be needed each day for you to implement
the iPad with the software?

1

2

3

4

5

6. Given your child’s/client’s communication problems, how
reasonable do you find the intervention (iPad with
specialized software) to be?

1

2

3

4

5

7. To what extent do you think the iPad software is an
advantage over using low technology options such as
communication books and/or exchanging picture cards?

1

2

3

4

5

8. To what extent do you see general limitations in using the
iPad with the communication software (e.g., availability,
maintenance/technical support, sturdiness, etc.)?

1

2

3

4

5

9. How likely is the intervention to make permanent
improvement in your child’s/client’s communication?

1

2

3

4

5

10. Compared to other children in your family/setting, how
serious are your child’s/client’s communication
difficulties?

1

2

3

4

5

11. To what extent are undesirable side-effects likely to result
from the intervention (iPad with specialized software)?

1

2

3

4

5

12. Have you noticed positive effects on your child’s/client’s
communicative behaviors in any of the following three
areas: improvements in requesting skills, better social
behavior, and/or emerging oral speech?

1

2

3

4

5
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13. Please describe any positive effects you have seen in your child’s/client’s
communicative behaviors in more detail:
14. Please feel free to write down any additional comments you may have:

By Thomas Reimers and David Wacker (1988), Modified by Oliver Wendt and Ariana Azzato

*The items should be completed by circling the number: 1 (strongly disagree); 2 (somewhat
disagree); 3 (neutral); 4 (somewhat agree), and 5(strongly agree).
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Appendix F: Treatment Integrity Checklist Forms
iPad Phase 1 (trainer 1) – Treatment Integrity Checklist – Therapist
Implementation
Rater: _________
Participant:____________

Today’s Date: ____________

Session: inter. (food) / gen. (toy)
Trainer 1: _______

Session Date: ___________

COMPONENT
***Mark [X] if component is fulfilled
1. Trainer is offering at least two, and if possible more, reinforcing items during
each session ______
2. Any reinforcing item is not used more than ten times ______
COMPONENT
Set 1 Set 2
Set 3 Set 4
Integrity
1. Preference assessment is performed
2. Trainer places only one symbol on
iPad display
3. Trainer or child rearrange position of
symbol on iPad display with every new
trial
4. Trainer refrains from verbal prompts
5. Trainer entices child with reinforcer
6. Trainer gives reinforcer to child
within 3 seconds
7. Trainer provides verbal model
Integrity
***Mark [X] if component is performed, mark [---] if component is not performed
during direct observation.***
***If a component is to be faded, and is currently not applicable for this session mark
[NA]***
NOTES:
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iPad Phase 1 (trainer 2) – Treatment Integrity Checklist
Rater:

Trainer 2: __________

COMPONENT
1. Trainer waits for child to reach for item

Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 Integrity

2. Trainer physically prompts the child
3. Trainer is gradually faded out
4. Trainer prevents the child from engaging in
unwanted behaviors
5. Trainer refrains from verbally or
nonverbally communicating with child
Integrity
***Mark [X] if component is performed, mark [---] if component is not performed
during direct observation.***
***If a component is to be faded, and is currently not applicable for this session mark
[NA]***
NOTES:
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iPad Phase 1 (Generalization) – Treatment Integrity Checklist –Therapist
Implementation
Rater: ______________
Participant:________________

Today’s Date: _______________

Session: inter. (food) / gen. (toy)
Trainer 1: ________________

Session Date:

COMPONENT
***Mark [X] if component is fulfilled
1. Trainer is offering at least two, and if possible more, reinforcing items during
each session ______
2. Any reinforcing item is not used more than ten times ______
COMPONENT
Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 Integrity
1. Preference assessment is performed
2. Trainer places only one symbol on iPad
display
3. Trainer or child rearrange position of
symbol on iPad display with every new trial
4. Trainer refrains from verbal prompts
5. Trainer entices child with reinforcer
6. Trainer gives reinforcer to child within 3
seconds
7. Trainer provides verbal model
8. Trainer 2 refrains from physical prompts
Integrity
***Mark [X] if component is performed, mark [---] if component is not performed
during direct observation.***
***If a component is to be faded, and is currently not applicable for this session mark
[NA]***
NOTES:
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iPad Phase 2 (trainer 1) – Treatment Integrity Checklist - Therapist
Implementation
Rater: ______________
Participant:________________

Today’s Date: _______________

Session: inter. (food) / gen. (toy)
Trainer 1: ________________

Session Date:

COMPONENT
***Mark [X] if component is fulfilled
1. Trainer is offering at least two, and if possible more, reinforcing items during
each session ______
2. Any reinforcing item is not used more than ten times ______
COMPONENT
Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 Integrity
1. Preference assessment is performed
2. Trainer places iPad with symbol in front
of child
3. Trainer or child rearrange position of
symbol on iPad display with every new trial
4. Trainer refrains from verbal prompts
5. Trainer entices child with reinforcer
6. Trainer provides verbal model
7. Trainer gives reinforcer to child within 3
seconds
8. Trainer increases distance between child
and trainer
9. Trainer increases distance between child
and iPad
10. Trainer is unavailable
Integrity
***Mark [X] if component is performed, mark [---] if component is not performed
during direct observation.***
***If a component is to be faded, and is currently not applicable for this session mark
[NA]***
NOTES:
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iPad Phase 2 (trainer 2) – Treatment Integrity Checklist
Rater:

Trainer 2: __________________

COMPONENT
1. Trainer waits for child to reach/walk for
item/toward trainer 1
2. Trainer uses backwards chaining

Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 Integrity

3. Trainer physically prompts the child to pick
up iPad
4. Trainer provides physical assistance to take
iPad to Trainer 1
5. Trainer provides physical assistance to
activate iPad with Trainer 1
5. Trainer is gradually faded out
6. Trainer prevents the child from engaging in
unwanted behaviors
7. Trainer refrains from verbally or
nonverbally communicating with child
Integrity
***Mark [X] if component is performed, mark [---] if component is not performed
during direct observation.***
***If a component is to be faded, and is currently not applicable for this session mark
[NA]***
NOTES:
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iPad Phase 2 (Generalization) – Treatment Integrity Checklist - Therapist
Implementation
Rater: ______________
Participant:________________

Today’s Date: _______________

Session: inter. (food) / gen. (toy)
Trainer 1: ________________

Session Date:

COMPONENT
***Mark [X] if component is fulfilled
1. Trainer is offering at least two, and if possible more, reinforcing items during
each session ______
2. Any reinforcing item is not used more than ten times ______
COMPONENT
Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 Integrity
1. Preference assessment is performed
2. Trainer places iPad with symbol in
proximity of the child
3. Trainer or child rearrange position of
symbol on iPad display with every new trial
4. Trainer refrains from verbal prompts
5. Trainer entices child with reinforcer
6. Trainer provides verbal model
7. Trainer gives reinforcer to child within 3
seconds
8. Trainer increases distance between child
and trainer
9. Trainer increases distance between child
and iPad
10. Trainer is unavailable
11. Trainer 2 refrains from physical prompts
Integrity
***Mark [X] if component is performed, mark [---] if component is not performed
during direct observation.***
***If a component is to be faded, and is currently not applicable for this session mark
[NA]***
NOTES:
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iPad Phase 3– Treatment Integrity Checklist– Therapist Implementation
Rater: ______________
Participant:________________

Today’s Date: _______________

Session: inter. (food) / gen. (toy)
Trainer: ________________

Session Date: ______________

COMPONENT
***Mark [X] if component is fulfilled
1. Trainer is offering at least two reinforcing items during each session ______
2. Any reinforcing item is not used more than ten times ______
COMPONENT
1. Preference assessment is performed
2. Trainer or child rearrange position of
symbols on iPad display
3. Trainer randomly alters the locations of
items on tray or table
4 a. Trainer places iPad with reinforcer
symbol and distracter symbol
b. Trainer places iPad with reinforcer
symbol and non-preferred symbol
c. Trainer places iPad with two or more
reinforcer symbols
5. Trainer refrains from using verbal prompts
to elicit speech
6 a. Trainer entices child with reinforcer
and distracter
b. Trainer entices child with reinforcer
and non-preferred item
c. Trainer entices child with 2 or more
reinforcers
7. Trainer provides verbal feedback
8. Trainer allows child to take the item within
10 seconds
9. Trainer does correspondence check using
verbal prompt every trial during the 2 or 3
preferred item stage
10. If child reaches for the item that was not
requested,
Trainer blocks access to the item during
the 2 or 3 preferred item

Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 Integrity
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stage
11. Trainer implements 4-step error
correction when child reacts negatively
Integrity
***Mark [X] if component is performed, mark [---] if component is not performed
during direct observation.***
***If a component is to be faded, and is currently not applicable for this session mark
[NA]***
NOTES:

iPad Phase 3 (Generalization)– Treatment Integrity Checklist– Therapist
Implementation
Rater: ______________
Today’s Date: _______________
Participant:________________
Session: inter. (food) / gen. (toy)
Trainer: ________________

Session Date:
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COMPONENT
***Mark [X] if component is fulfilled
1. Trainer is offering at least two reinforcing items during each session ______
2. Any reinforcing item is not used more than ten times ______
COMPONENT
Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 Integrity
1. Preference assessment is performed
2. Trainer or child rearrange position of
symbols on iPad display
3. Trainer randomly alters the locations of
items on tray or table
4. Trainer places iPad with two or more
reinforcer symbols
5. Trainer refrains from using verbal prompts
to elicit speech
6. Trainer entices child with two or more
reinforcers
7. Trainer provides verbal feedback
8. Trainer allows child to take the item
within 10 seconds
9. Trainer does correspondence check using
verbal prompt every trial
10. If child reaches for the item that was not
requested,
Trainer provides access to the item and
NO instruction or prompts (e.g., error
correction) are given.
Integrity
***Mark [X] if component is performed, mark [---] if component is not performed
during direct observation.***
***If a component is to be faded, and is currently not applicable for this session mark
[NA]***
NOTES:
iPad Phase 4 – Treatment Integrity Checklist– Therapist Implementation
Rater: ______________
Participant:________________

Today’s Date: _______________

Session: inter. (food) / gen. (toy)
Trainer : ________________
COMPONENT
***Mark [X] if component is fulfilled

Session Date:
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1. Trainer is offering at least 2 reinforcing items during each session _________
2. Any reinforcing item is not used more than 10 times ______

COMPONENT
A- 1. Trainer supplies iPad with reinforcer
symbols and “I want” symbol
2. Trainer drags the “I want” graphic
symbol on the left side of the sentence
strip
3. Trainer entices child to request item
4. Trainer refrains using verbal prompts
to elicit speech
5. Trainer waits for child’s initiation,
and prompts child as much as needed to
place the reinforcer symbol next to the
“I want” symbol
6. Trainer teaches assembly of the
sentence – using backwards chaining as
needed
7. Trainer responds by reading the
sentence strip, pointing to each symbol,
but does not activate speech output
8. Trainer provides item within 3
seconds
9. Trainer or child rearrange position of
symbols on iPad display
10. During subsequent trials the
prompting is faded out
B- 1. “I want” symbol stays on selection
portion of iPad display
2.Trainer entices child to request item

Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 Integrity
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3. Trainer refrains using verbal prompts
to elicit speech
4. Trainer provides guidance as needed
by pointing to the “I want” symbol on
the display
5. Trainer fades pointing cue
6. Trainer corrects assembly of the
sentence by blocking reinforcer symbol
or by using backwards chaining as
needed
7. Trainer responds by reading the
sentence strip, pointing to each symbol,
but does not activate speech output
8. Trainer provides item within 3
seconds
9. Trainer or child rearrange position of
symbols on iPad display
C. While reading the sentence strip, trainer
points to symbol, but does not activate
speech-output, trainer briefly pauses between
symbols and gives an expectant look to elicit
speech
D. If child says the word, trainer gives
differential praise and/or an extra item
E. If child does not say the word, trainer
says, “You try ITEM NAME,” and pauses
for ~3 seconds to give a chance for imitating
word name
F. If child still does not say the word, trainer
provides an additional model and gives item
Integrity
***Mark [---] if component is not performed during direct observation.***
***If a component is to be faded, and is currently not applicable for this session mark
[NA]***
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NOTES:

iPad Phase 4 (Generalization) – Treatment Integrity Checklist– Therapist
Implementation
Rater: ______________
Participant:________________

Today’s Date: _______________

Session: inter. (food) / gen. (toy)
Trainer : ________________
COMPONENT

Session Date:

***Mark [X] if component is fulfilled
1. Trainer is offering at least 2 reinforcing items during each session _________
2. Any reinforcing item is not used more than 10 times ______
COMPONENT
Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 Integrity
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1. Trainer supplies iPad with reinforcer
symbols and “I want” symbol
2. “I want” symbol stays on selection
portion of iPad display
3. Trainer entices child to request item
4. Trainer refrains using verbal prompts to
elicit speech
5. Trainer refrains pointing to the “I want”
symbol
6. Trainer responds by reading the sentence
strip to the child
7. Trainer provides item within 3 seconds
8. If the assembly of the sentence is
incorrect, NO further instruction or
prompts are provided
9. Trainer or child rearrange position of
symbols on iPad display
***Mark [---] if component is not performed during direct observation.***
***If a component is to be faded, and is currently not applicable for this session mark
[NA]***
NOTES:
iPad Phase 5 – Treatment Integrity Checklist– Therapist Implementation
Rater: ______________
Participant:________________

Today’s Date: _______________

Session: inter. (food) / gen. (toy)

Session Date: ___________

Trainer : ________________
COMPONENT
***Mark [X] if component is fulfilled
1. Trainer is offering at least two reinforcing items during each session ________
2. Any reinforcing item is not used more than ten times ______
COMPONENT
Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 Integrity
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1. Trainer supplies iPad with two or more
reinforcer symbols and “I want” symbol
2 A. Trainer asks the question, “What do
you want”
B a.Trainer immediately points to “I
want” symbol (if necessary)
b.Trainer points to “I want” symbol
after a 3 second delay (if necessary)
c.Trainer’s pointing prompt is gradually
faded out
3 A Trainer engages child in some activity
(e.g., snack time)
B. Trainer fades out asking the question,
“What do you want”, waits for the child to
spontaneously request reinforcer via iPad
activation
4. Trainer provides differential reinforcement
if child beats prompt (only when applicable)
5. Trainer responds by reading sentence strip
one more time and pointing to each symbol,
but does not activate speech-output, trainer
briefly pauses between symbols and gives an
expectant look to elicit speech
6. If child says the word, trainer gives
differential praise and/or an extra item
7.If child does not say the word, trainer
pauses to give a chance for imitating word
name
8. If child still does not say the word, trainer
provides an additional model before giving
item
9. Trainer provides item within 3 seconds
10. Trainer or child rearrange position of
symbols on iPad display
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***Mark [X] if component is performed, mark [---] if component is not performed
during direct observation.***
***If a component is to be faded, and is currently not applicable for this session mark
[NA]***
NOTES:

iPad Phase 5 (Generalization) – Therapist Implementation
Rater: ______________
Participant:________________

Today’s Date: _______________

Session: inter. (food) / gen. (toy)
Trainer : ________________

Session Date: ____________

COMPONENT
***Mark [X] if component is fulfilled
1. Trainer is offering at least two reinforcing items during each session _________
2. Any reinforcing item is not used more than ten times ______
COMPONENT
Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 Integrity
1. Trainer supplies iPad with two or more
reinforcer symbols and “I want” symbol
2. A Trainer asks the question, “What do
you want?”
B Trainer refrains from pointing to “I
want” symbol
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3. A. Trainer engages child in some activity
(e.g., play time)
B. Trainer refrains asking the question
“What do you want”, waits for the child to
spontaneously request reinforcer via iPad
activation
4. If child fails to make spontaneous request,
no further instruction or prompts are
provided.
5. Trainer does correspondence check,
presents two or more choices on tray or table
6. If the child fails the correspondence check,
no further prompts or instruction are
provided
7. If child fails to assembly the sentence
correctly, trainer gives no further instruction
8. Trainer responds by reading sentence strip
one more time and pointing to each symbol
9. Trainer or child rearrange position of
symbols on iPad display
***Mark [X] if component is performed, mark [---] if component is not performed
during direct observation.***
***If a component is to be faded, and is currently not applicable for this session mark
[NA]***
NOTES:
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iPad Phase 3 – Treatment Integrity Checklist (Maintenance)– Therapist
Implementation
Rater: ______________
Participant:________________

Today’s Date: _______________

Session: inter. (food) / gen. (toy)
Trainer: ________________

Session Date:

COMPONENT
***Mark [X] if component is fulfilled
1. Trainer is offering at least two reinforcing items during each session ______
2. Any reinforcing item is not used more than ten times ______
COMPONENT
1. Preference assessment is performed
2. Trainer or child rearrange position of
symbols on iPad display
3. Trainer randomly alters the locations of
items on tray or table
4. Trainer places iPad with two or more
reinforcer symbols
5. Trainer refrains from using verbal prompts
to elicit speech
6. Trainer entices child with 2 or more
reinforcers

Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 Integrity
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7. Trainer provides verbal feedback
8. Trainer allows child to take the item within
10 seconds
9. Trainer does correspondence check using
verbal prompt every trial during the 2 or 3
preferred item stage
Integrity
***Mark [X] if component is performed, mark [---] if component is not performed
during direct observation.***
***If a component is to be faded, and is currently not applicable for this session mark
[NA]***
NOTES:

iPad Phase 5 – Treatment Integrity Checklist (Maintenance)– Therapist
Implementation
Rater: ______________
Participant:________________

Today’s Date: _______________

Session: inter. (food) / gen. (toy)
Trainer : ________________

Session Date: ___________

COMPONENT
***Mark [X] if component is fulfilled
1. Trainer is offering at least two reinforcing items during each session _________
2. Any reinforcing item is not used more than ten times ______
COMPONENT
Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 Integrity
1. Trainer supplies iPad with two or more
reinforcer symbols and “I want” symbol
2
.

A Trainer engages child in some activity
(e.g., snack time)
B. Trainer fades out asking the question,
“What do you want”, waits for the child to
spontaneously request reinforcer via iPad
activation

3. Trainer responds by reading sentence strip
one more time and pointing to each symbol,
but does not activate speech-output, trainer
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briefly pauses between symbols and gives an
expectant look to elicit speech
4. If child says the word, trainer gives
differential praise and/or an extra item
5. If child still does not say the word, trainer
provides an additional model before giving
item.
6. Trainer provides item within 3 seconds
7. Trainer or child rearrange position of
symbols on iPad display
***Mark [X] if component is performed, mark [---] if component is not performed
during direct observation.***
***If a component is to be faded, and is currently not applicable for this session mark
[NA]***
NOTES:

